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Fund Snapshots

Fund Composition

Fund Composition

Performance

Performance

Net Asset Value ($)
IHF Total Supply
IHF/USD

Fund Inception
31/5/18

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

$9,400,335

$60,068,708

$58,840,312

122,852,180

117,975,076

115,465,568

$0.077

$0.5092

$0.5096

Since Inception

1 Month

3 Month

1 Year

C20

12.0%

-13.91%

16.56%

340.06%

Top 20 Equally
Weighted

7.43%

-17.56%

-4.39%

344.64%

25/11/2017
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Fund Snapshots

Fund Composition

Fund Composition

Performance

Performance

1 Month

3 Month

1 Year

Since Inception
31/03/19

Average Cash
Position Since
Inception

C10

4.12%

-13.15%

32.16%

628.49%

43.31%

Benchmark

6.69%

-0.1%

8.95%

281.84%

50%

1 Month

3 Month

1 Year

Since Inception
13/08/20

IBA Fund

22.41%

-4.6%

-10.56%

149.59%

BTC Benchmark

23.32%

-2.26%

-17.98%

315.12%
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Fund Snapshots

Fund Composition

Performance
1 Month

3 Month

1 Year

Since Inception
31/05/18

ISG** Fund

0.09%

1.09%

9.12%

11.18%*

Hurdle Rate

0.49%

1.47%

5.97%

6.0%*

*Annualised rates
**IML has been renamed to ISG
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02. Company Update

2.1 Founder’s Foreword
The first quarter saw the efforts of a full year of preparation for the Invictus team culminate in a complete
migration of our suite of open-ended crypto investment funds into a fully-compliant, administered mutual fund
structure under Cayman Islands law. This is an incredible achievement for everybody involved. Our funds now
represent the first example of tokenisation being applied to simplify the upkeep of the share register — an
opportunity long-discussed by top consultants and academics. We’re incredibly proud to be able to offer our
investors the convenience and efficiency of a blockchain-based investment platform, whilst preserving all of
the third-party oversight and peace of mind that comes with investing into a regulated fund alongside other
vetted investors. The report has a dedicated section detailing the new changes and the benefits they bring.
Despite all the doors we have opened during this time, one has sadly closed. Daniel Schwartzkopff, co-founder
and CEO of Invictus Capital as well as my brother, has tendered his resignation after prominently leading the
company since founding. Daniel will no longer be directly involved in the day to day operations of Invictus
after achieving Invictus’s overarching and longstanding goal of finalising the long journey towards regulatory
compliance. As a serial entrepreneur, having started numerous successful businesses in his relatively short
professional life, Daniel will be taking some well-deserved time off, but we look forward to seeing what his next
project and career move will be.
Haydn Hammond, a seasoned veteran within the financial services industry, and I (Luke Schwartzkopff), will be
appointed to various Invictus Group boards in Daniel’s stead. Daniel was pivotal in growing Invictus Capital into
what it is today, and we will all be eternally grateful for what he has built. We would like to formally thank him
for everything he has done for this business over the years, and wish him well on his future endeavors.
As always, the analyst team has produced an incredibly in-depth quarterly report for the Invictus community
that covers everything from our regulatory migration, a host of company updates, and of course the most
recent performance of our investment funds. The commentary on the institutional allocation to cryptoasset
investment is, in our view, a must-read for investors in the crypto space. Please enjoy!
Luke Schwartzkopff
Co-Founder and Director
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2.2 High Level Fund Performance
As we enter a new era of fully-regulated mutual funds, we may take this time to reflect on the outstanding
performance that the Invictus Capital suite of long-term focused products has provided to our valued investors
over the years. As usual, past performance is no guarantee of future results, and our investors should evaluate
their individual risk tolerance when deciding which investments to include in their portfolio.
After a rocky start to the year, following on from continuous market drawdowns since the end of 2021 and
a global macroeconomic environment characterised by out of control inflation and geo-political tension, the
Invictus suite of funds weathered a turbulent first quarter of 2022.
In terms of absolute performance, our flagship fund Crypto20's final quarter prior to the migration was slightly
disappointing, falling to the fate of the broader market. On the plus side, the diversified portfolio outperformed
its benchmark by a significant margin, showcasing the value of C20’s methodology of capping any single asset
at 10% and rebalancing weekly.
While Crypto10 underperformed compared to its benchmark, this short-term performance should not detract
from C10's longer-term strategy to outperform over a full market cycle, which has resulted in a one-year return
of 32.12%, compared to its benchmark return of 8.95%.
Bitcoin Alpha slightly underperformed Bitcoin during the roller coaster quarter, but the fund is still
outperforming Bitcoin on a year-over-year basis. With the nature of the market's decline relatively controlled,
the options strategy bore little fruit. The upside of the recent change in strategy discussed in the prior quarterly
report was that the drag on the fund from put options expiring out of the money was almost zero. Risk-adjusted
returns for the quarter, however, outpaced direct exposure to Bitcoin due to the options providing a level of
stability over the period.
The newly christened Invictus Stable Growth Fund used this period of migration to reposition itself in these ever
changing market conditions to allow itself to continue its steady ascent. The last month of the quarter produced
uncharacteristically low returns, driven by the need to migrate fund assets into new corporate accounts due to
the change in fund structure, and temporarily wind down some positions and margin lending loans. We are very
excited for this new age of Invictus Capital funds now that the fund is up and operating as per normal again,
during the first 3 weeks of Q2 under the new regulated structure the fund returned an annualised daily return of
9.85% (net of fees).
Finally, the Invictus DeFi Fund, which is presently in its final stages before being released, has been one of our
most highly anticipated funds in Invictus history. The team has been very active with an initial fundraising phase
over the last quarter, with the fund raising over $1 million in less than a month, demonstrating the exceptional
degree of interest displayed by our investors in this intriguing asset class. In the fund overview section, further
information about the fund's recent performance and launch expectations will be presented.
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2.3 Regulatory Migration
Invictus started as one of the progenitors of the DeFi movement back in 2017 with the launch of Crypto20;
as well as being one of the first companies to implement a real-world use case for smart contracts with our
tokenised venture capital and mutual funds.
The Invictus community has been growing ever since, reaching over $200M in AUM and 20,000+ investors
across the globe. As of 1st April 2022, we celebrated the transition of our open-ended funds into regulated
mutual fund structures. Once again, Invictus Capital has engineered a world first by becoming the only fully
regulated, tokenised, and administered mutual fund in the world! We are incredibly grateful to have shared this
journey with you all as we continue to walk the middle-ground between the new blockchain world and traditional
finance, to the benefit of our loyal investor community.
Regulation has been a theme on the horizon of the crypto world for a few years now, with regulatory uncertainty
often centre stage in many investors’ minds. At Invictus, we have long awaited the oversight and trust provided
by traditional regulatory structures. A testament to this is that Invictus Capital was one of the first blockchain
projects to conduct an audit process on its first fund, Crypto20, back in 2017. We have since then been at the
forefront of applying industry best-practices and are now extremely proud to have become the world’s first
regulated tokenised mutual fund.
Invictus fund tokens, existing on the Polygon blockchain, now represent legal ownership of the underlying fund
shares — this has been an idea posited by leading consulting and audit firms for a few years now. This not only
ensures continued operational efficiency, it also clearly places our funds within a well-understood regulatory
framework and provides peace of mind for all investors in terms of 3rd-party oversight and estate planning.
Check out our 3-part YouTube series on the migration.

Notable changes to the existing funds post the 31st March migration:

- Polygon Token Migration
Invictus Capital has combined this regulatory upgrade with a migration of its tokenised fund shares from
the Ethereum network to Polygon. This will mean that all fund shares will exist as tokens on the Polygon
network only, representing a legal share of ownership in the assets of the relevant funds.
This also means that all investor transactions will cost substantially less than on Ethereum, allowing for
cost-effective transacting, such as investing, staking, sending, receiving and redeeming. Users are required
to have a small amount of Matic tokens in their Linked Wallet address that holds the new fund shares in
order to transact. Initially, Invictus Capital will provide all users who claim their fund shares (process outlined
below) through the Invictus Portal with a small amount of Matic tokens so they are able to transact.
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- Dealing Times
Fund dealing (subscriptions and redemptions)
will now take place daily for all funds, except
for weekends and public holidays in both the
Cayman Islands and South Africa (where the
fund administrator has offices). This is due to
each fund’s Net Asset Value (NAV) needing to
be calculated and verified by a third-party fund
administrator during business days, ensuring
the validity of your share price. Dealing request
cutoff times are moved to 4am (UTC) for each
fund, with the Valuation Points being 5am (UTC).
Token issuances and redemption proceeds
will therefore be transferred later in the day at
roughly 3pm (UTC), once all fund NAVs have
been approved. For redemptions, proceeds will
now solely be paid to investors in USDC on the
Polygon Network to their Linked Address.

- Fees
The annual management fees for the Bitcoin Alpha and Crypto20 funds have changed from 0% to 1%,
and 0.5% to 1.5% respectively. This is to accommodate the additional operational costs imposed on the
manager to operate regulated mutual funds. Entry and Exit fees have been adjusted too. There will no
longer be entry fees imposed on any of the funds, with only a 0.5% exit fee to assist with covering investor
onboarding costs. Investors who are unhappy with the increase in management fee for the C20 or IBA
funds are welcome to redeem from either of them with exit fees waived. The management fees for the
Stable Growth and Crypto10 fund’s remain the same. Please read the relevant fund documentation to keep
abreast with all the latest fund specific details.
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Token Claim Process
All investors who held Invictus Capital open-ended fund tokens (this includes C20, C10, IML, and IBA) in their
Invictus Wallet, personal linked address, or that were staked for ICAP at the snapshot time, are eligible to
claim their new fund shares directly from the Invictus Investor Portal. The snapshot time occurred at 10am
UTC on the 31st of March 2022. From this time onwards, the old ERC-20 based fund tokens were deprecated,
meaning they have no further economic value. Investors who held these tokens now have the right to claim
the equivalent amount of new Polygon-based funds tokens, which represent a formal legal ownership of the
underlying shares.
In order to claim your new fund tokens from invictus Capital, it will be required that you a) have a verified
account on the Invictus Investor Portal and, b) you own the address that tokens will be sent to. Once you
have completed the above two requirements you will be free to claim your funds token after logging into your
personal Invictus Investor Portal. The claiming process is as follows:
In your Invictus Investor Portal, all of your token balances will be shown in the “Claim your tokens” tab on
the Wallets page. You will be required to acknowledge that you have read and signed the appropriate legal
agreements within the portal in order to claim your Polygon tokens. It is important that you link all your
addresses to your Invictus Account in order to view your fund balances as claimable.
Clicking “Claim” for a claim linked to your Invictus Wallet will result in that number of tokens being sent to your
Invictus Wallet. Clicking “Claim” for an external wallet will require you to prove ownership of that address (by
confirming in a Metamask pop-up) before you are able to claim that number of Polygon tokens.
Once all your tokens have been claimed, you will no longer see ERC-20 token balances and all your token
balances will be shown on the Polygon view on your Wallet page.
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ICAP Staking
All previous ERC-20 fund tokens that were staked for ICAP at the time of the snapshot will continue to accrue
ICAP until after the ICAP ecosystem has been migrated to Polygon. ICAP, along with the IHF token, are
scheduled to migrate from Ethereum to the Polygon Network on 1 June 2022. You will be able to claim your
accrued ICAP balance by following the same and easy to follow Token Claim Process outlined above.
IHF and ICAP Migration to Polygon
Now that the open-ended funds have been migrated across to Polygon, the next phase will come into play from
1 June 2022, which will include the migration of IHF and ICAP to Polygon. IHF and claimed ICAP tokens will
be automatically airdropped to all current holder addresses. In the case of IHF tokens held on the centralised
exchange HitBTC, we have arranged directly with HitBTC to facilitate this swap on our token holders' behalf.
IHF token holders who therefore hold their IHF tokens in the exchange wallet will automatically have the new
Polygon based token credited to their balance. HitBTC have confirmed that they have successfully integrated
the Polygon Network onto their exchange and are ready for the IHF token swap.
To support this migration, HitBTC will be required to halt all deposits and withdrawals of the IHF token on the
exchange from the 31st of May, and resume once the Polygon version of IHF has been delivered. Trading of the
IHF token within the exchange will still be supported during this time.
If you are unsure of anything relating to this fund migration, please visit the FAQ page. If you are still needing
answers, please feel free to reach out directly to our support team at info@invictuscapital.com

Benefits of Our Regulated Fund Structure
Invictus Capital have pioneered the world’s first tokenised mutual fund, where shares in the Fund are legally
recorded on the blockchain. While the Polygon blockchain will give investors vastly improved transaction
speeds and decreased cost of transacting, the full range of legal benefits to our investors is important to
contextualise the change in our compliance policies.
Investors now have legal ownership in the Fund in the form of tokenised participatory shares. This replaces
unregulated tokens, which did not equate to actual equity, but merely represented a contractual right
against the Fund to redeem in certain circumstances.
The Fund has to operate within the parameters of the Fund Offering documents, and report to
shareholders in accordance with these governing documents. This ensures that investors know exactly,
upfront, what fund strategies are being pursued, whether and to what degree leverage is utilised, and the
type of digital assets the Fund will hold.
A full External Audit is conducted on an annual basis to assure the validity of fund assets, the accuracy of
the fund accounting, and financial health of the Fund.
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Funds are held in segregated portfolios (SPs) within the mutual fund. Assets and liabilities are therefore
entirely ring-fenced from one another.
Invictus Capital is now a separate business. The manager does not own fund assets. This means an
investor is protected against the unlikely event of bankruptcy by the manager.
The Fund will be managed by Invictus Asset Management Limited, a licensed investment manager subject
to the oversight of the Financial Services Commission in the British Virgin Islands. This means the Fund is
managed by professionals overseen by a regulatory authority, and by individuals with crypto-native fund
management expertise.
Fund NAV is calculated by independent and licensed third party fund administrators, meaning you have
daily validation of the Fund’s holdings and share price.
A newly appointed independent board of directors. This ensures that there are strong corporate
governance systems in place and will also ensure that the main priority of the Fund is focused on
shareholder interests and not on the interests of the Fund’s investment manager or founders. An
independent board also ensures that conflicts of interest between the Fund’s shareholder and the Fund’s
owner or manager are resolved.
A full-time dedicated compliance team of regulatory and reporting experts. This means that the Fund’s
complex and vast reporting compliance burden is handled and managed by compliance professionals who
will ensure that the Fund does not suffer damage due to regulatory shutdowns or suspensions.
External and independent legal counsel implemented the Fund’s corporate structure. This means that the
fund structure has been designed to withstand the incoming regulatory onslaught against digital assets.
The future-proofing of the Fund has been a key priority, and long term investors will be able to reap the
benefit of our index funds with peace of mind.
The Fund is approved by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority. This lessens the risk of a regulatory
attack on the Fund. A reckoning is coming against non-compliant digital asset operators, and the Invictus
Fund will be ahead of the curve.
Fund assets are only traded on reputable exchanges pursuant to independently conducted cryptoexchange risk assessments. This means that exchanges are assessed and reviewed with reference to their
security protocols, track record, legal status and general safety. Only exchanges with the highest standards
will be approved as a repository for fund assets.
Share register of the Fund corroborated by the Polygon blockchain. This means that the share register
of the Fund will be powered by Distributed Ledger Technology which provides an immutable record of all
transactions, subscriptions and redemptions.
The fund can only be held by an internal ecosystem of whitelisted, compliant investors. This means
that investors can rest easy knowing that their funds exist in an ecosystem of like-mind investors that are
12
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compliant, clean and vetted against money laundering and terrorist financing. The number one priority
for an investor in a fund should be to ask: who am I investing alongside? If you are investing with vetted
investors, this bolsters the safety of your investments over the long term.
The Fund structure is attractive to institutions. Accordingly, the Fund is now scalable to new AUM heights,
which means major benefits for ICAP holders. An increased AUM is to the benefit of all shareholders
for several reasons. It could allow for new innovative fund portfolios, the pursuit of more complex fund
investment strategies, and contribute towards reduced total expense ratios.
Tax Compliance and Self-Certification
Our goal is to be your trusted partner in advanced crypto products, and so, in the process of getting regulated,
we are taking the uncomfortable regulatory steps far earlier than many other crypto projects. The benefits
of becoming regulated do, however, impose some minor short term administrative tasks for our investors.
Like any other regulated mutual fund and financial institution, the Fund will be subject to onerous compliance
obligations imposed by the OECD’s FATF and CRS standards. Fortunately, Invictus Capital will facilitate
this compliance burden via its proprietary and innovative Invictus Investor Portal (the Portal). Under the
circumstances, we will endeavour to minimise any inconvenience this process may cause you. We are in
the process of implementing even further levels of automation to our Portal, and we look forward to sharing
updates with you shortly.
In the interim, and as per the terms stipulated in our Fund’s Subscription and Transfer Agreements, all investors
must provide Invictus with a completed standard tax certification form. The OECD form is simple to complete;
the core task entails simply self-certifying your applicable tax jurisdiction/s and supplying your tax reference/
identification number (TIN). Tax numbers are a minimum requirement for all regulated mutual funds globally
and are necessary going forward for processing fund subscriptions and redemptions.
Should you wish to expedite your tax compliance status ahead of the process being automated on our
platform, please send an email to regulatedfund@invictuscapital.com. We will send you the “Individual SelfCertification” document via Hellosign to make submitting your tax information as easy as possible. Please
note that your redemption amounts will be limited until your tax self-declaration form has been completed.
Watch this short video to see how quick and simple the document signing process is.
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2.4 Margin Lending Fund Rebrands to Stable Growth
In parallel with Invictus Capital funds’ exciting regulatory migration, the Invictus Margin Lending (IML) Fund
was rebranded to the Invictus Stable Growth (ISG) Fund in April 2022. This name change is a reflection of the
evolution that the fund has undergone since its inception and aims to provide a better description of the fund’s
current strategy and return profile.
The IML Fund was initially premised on the concept of using proprietary automation software to provide
investors with exposure to margin lending returns on USD and various cryptocurrencies backed by, or pegged
to, the US dollar. The Fund has since gradually expanded its yield generation strategies during periods of
suppressed margin-lending returns to maintain the same low-risk stable return profile, but allowing for
flexibility to capitalise on opportunities available in the market as they arise. These strategies now also include
market-neutral/arbitrage strategies and, from time to time, deposits in high-yield interest bearing Corporate
Accounts with third-party lending platforms.
All additional yield generation strategies are extensively researched by our dedicated team of fund analysts
to ensure that risks are proactively managed. Market-neutral strategies are thoroughly tested and researched
before being implemented and only executed on top-tier regulated exchanges. During times of suppressed
margin lending rates, centralised third-party service providers who carry out lending activities focused on large
institutional players are often able to offer more attractive yields based on the longer-term nature of the lending
agreements they enter into.
The Invictus Stable Growth (ISG) Fund will continue with exactly the same mandate as IML, to provide
investors with stable low-risk returns with little to no anticipated drawdowns. We look forward to continuing
this journey with our valued investors.

2.5 The Invictus NFT Lab’s Out of Africa Collection

Despite running into some hurdles over the quarter, the Invictus NFT Lab’s successfully distributed Poster
NFTs from the Out of Africa collection to all those who participated in March’s lottery. The project is poised to
simultaneously launch a series of auctions for the 118 Original Artwork NFTs — digital representations of the
physical artworks which they represent ownership of — and a free mint for the remaining Poster NFTs. These
artworks are a great representation of the talent that Southern African fine artists have to offer to the world,
and the metaverse!
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However, due to circumstances largely outside of our control, the commencement date of the auction is
currently unclear. The project is addressing technical issues with the collection’s listing on the OpenSea
platform, and these are currently being investigated by the OpenSea support team. The NFT Lab team is
currently considering launching the auctions on a competing platform, such as LooksRare.
Learn more in the recent CoinTelegraph article, and make sure to check out the amazing Youtube teaser video!

2.6 SolStreet.finance

Building on a successful 2021, the SolStreet.finance team has shown no signs of slowing, with many updates
and upgrades already made to the protocol in this year’s first quarter. From the first real users (thanks to the
limited mainnet launch), new and improved functionality, and greater community engagement; the protocol
scaled like never before.
In summary, the team:
1.

Kicked off the protocol’s limited mainnet launch (31/12/2021)

2.

Executed a successful fundraising campaign

3.

Completed work on several powerful new integrations

4.

Redeveloped and made improvements made to the protocol’s tokenomics

5.

Implemented new community-building initiatives, and additional content updates and mailers

With the first moments of 2022 came the initial mainnet deployment of the SolStreet protocol, which has since
grown to:
•

More than 250 real investors & 90 real fund managers

•

More than 70 funds available and a combined protocol AUM of $40,000

Each of the funds are subject to a ‘fund/investment cap’ of $1,000 until the smart contract audit is completed.
This was put in place not only as an initial security measure, but also to focus the Alpha version of the protocol
on a core group of power users for rapid, high quality, feedback and improvement. This cap will be lifted once
the team is satisfied with the post-security audit protocol (now schedulable thanks to the successful funding
campaign).
Despite Q1’s bearish market conditions, the project team was able to undertake a successful fundraising
round, with final details to be announced early in the second quarter.
This funding will be applied towards establishing the SolStreet Foundation (the legal structure protecting
SolStreet’s users, and governing the early protocol and token issuance process) and execution of the
security audit - an essential code and smart contract review needed to move the protocol, with all of its new
integrations, onto the final leg of the ‘journey to the limitless launch’.
15
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The powerful new integrations mentioned above come from the extensive work put in by the dev team during
Q1: countless UI tweaks and upgrades, many new tradable assets, an RPC node selector, Phantom mobile
wallet compatibility, and the addition of TradingView charts.
Significant milestones include the completion of the Mango Markets integration (which allows for leverage
trading and more advanced strategies); as well as the development of a Solana-first, tech barrier-beating, crank
mechanism (allowing users to ‘power’ the protocol by providing the energy needed for transactions) - and,
finally, the ability for users to hold an infinite number of assets in a single fund!
In addition to the improvements made to the protocol, a re-working of the project’s tokenomics was also
undertaken (to be finalised early in Q2).
The revised tokenomic model sees $STRT, the protocol’s native token, enjoy further improved and advanced
utilities - taking on a greater role within the protocol and its Performance Mining programme. The token
genesis event, previously scheduled for the first quarter of 2022, has been delayed until Q3 - allowing for
additional time to complete the security audit and properly cement the enhanced tokenomic framework.
In the way of new initiatives to engage the ever-growing SolStreet community came the SolStreet Block Party,
a monthly community call carried out on Discord. These sessions give community members an opportunity
to discuss any and all of the team's latest undertakings - as well as changes made to the protocol and its
roadmap. SolStreeters are also able to get their fill of ‘all things SolStreet’ via our Weekly Mailer, our vastly
improved weekly newsletter.
Further Q1 community engagement initiatives included the Wolfpack of SolStreet and Wolfie NFT project. The
first project saw fund managers apply for a SolStreet.finance-seeded fund (up to $10,000); with the accepted
applicants thereafter competing for the alpha earned on their investments. Winners Don Solero and Rigger
965 generated a combined ROI of over 16% - bagging them an $830 prize! The Wolfie NFT project saw major
progress made on the design and utility fronts, with the mint scheduled for the end of Q2.
Running alongside these refreshed mailers, roundups, and projects is the SolStreet Journal - a standalone
offering from the SolStreet team introduced in Q1. Unlike other mailers which look to keep the SolStreet
community up to date on all protocol matters, the SolStreet Journal is a collection of DeFi and Solana-based
projects, news articles and headlines, podcasts, and more - shared on the weekly to its own dedicated
subscriber list.
In summary, Q1 of 2022 has seen the team lay the framework for the remainder of the journey toward a
limitless launch. Key stops along the way will include the commencement of The Big One (our next major
‘closed’ testing opportunity), the establishment of the Foundation and execution of the security audit, the
rollout of the Wolfie NFT collection and, on the 1st of July, the token genesis event. Here’s to Q2!
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03. Invictus Capital.com Token (ICAP)
ICAP is a community token to reward investors and incentivize responsible, long term investments in Invictus
Capital products. ICAP is distributed to Fund investors that lock (or stake) their Invictus Capital Fund tokens for
a fixed period. ICAP derives its value from a share of all fees earned by Invictus being used to buy-and-burn ICAP
tokens from the open market. This fee share is a function of the overall assets under management, with the
proportion rising as our funds grow in size — helping align the incentives of our community with our own. Learn
more in the Litepaper.
Polygon Migration Details
ICAP will be migrating to the Polygon blockchain along with Hyperion Fund (IHF) tokens on 1st June 2022.
Users are currently still earning ICAP balances for stakes on the Ethereum chain that were entered into
prior to the snapshot, and will be able to claim any unclaimed balance accrued before the snapshot on the
Polygon blockchain. Holders will not need to do anything prior to the migration, as any ICAP balance will be
automatically airdropped into the identical Polygon address, at which point the ERC-20 ICAP on the Ethereum
blockchain will be worthless.
ICAP liquidity providers are advised to remove their liquidity prior to the snapshot to avoid having the second
side of their liquidity drained. As liquidity conditions have already deteriorated significantly, we have opted
to hold off on any buy-and-burns until after the migration, with a blockbuster figure in excess of $120,000
expected to be available in June alone (the exact number will be dependent on April and May fee earnings).
After migration, the current DAI-ICAP liquidity provided at ICAP’s inception, and belonging to the ICAP treasury,
will be deployed to provide liquidity on a decentralized exchange on the Polygon blockchain. At the time of
writing this amounted to approximately 6,400 ICAP and 39,000 DAI. The exact exchange and currency pairing
is still to be determined.
1st Quarter Buy-and-Burns
Over the quarter a total of $164,602 was spent on buying and burning ICAP tokens, resulting in 21,507.55
tokens being removed from circulation for an average acquisition cost of $7.653 per ICAP. This compared with
issuance over the quarter of 30,071.70.
Governance and WalletConnect
Unfortunately, the ICAP governance module was unable to be delivered this quarter as a result of delays in
pushing the WalletConnect integration for the Invictus Wallet live. Our tech team has been working around the
clock to ensure that the regulated migration went as smoothly as possible — this meant that there were no
resources available to resolve minor bugs found after the initial WalletConnect deployment in March.
As discussed in the previous report, WalletConnect will allow Invictus Capital users who make use of the
Invictus Wallet to interact with decentralised applications, including the governance protocol, Snapshot. We
look forward to allowing users to decide how the approximately $130,000 held by the penalty pool will be spent
some time during this quarter.
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ICAP Treasury Makeup

Next Quarter’s Price Drivers
While prices are relatively subdued and liquidity conditions poor, further price volatility can be expected prior to
the migration. In June, prices should find significant support from an elevated pace of buy-and-burns, however,
this price impact needs to be weighed against the impact of lower gas fees on Polygon. Lower fees mean it
is more economical to claim earned ICAP rewards in order to sell them, and this is likely to result in elevated
selling pressure. It is difficult to say which effect will dominate, but in the context of the regulatory migration,
which has the potential to rapidly expand Invictus Capital’s AUM and fee earnings, there is hope that ICAP
holders will do well by holding on to their tokens.

*Future burns reflect the guaranteed future contribution from accrued IHF fees and will be supplemented by additional fees accrued over the coming months.
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04. Global Market Commentary
4.1 Global Macroeconomic Commentary
Introduction
If the world thought the easing impact of Covid would usher in calmer times, the invasion of Ukraine towards
the end of February shattered that hope. Inflation and growth risks have ratcheted up, and uncertainty
prevails. As ever, it is impossible to divine the future for markets over the shorter-term, and we truly are in a
unique position for the global economy, despite compelling arguments for comparing the current climate to
the stagflationary 1970s or the period preceding the 1994 bond market crisis. This commentary, rather than
making concrete predictions, hopes to serve as a summary of developments over the quarter, and the current
state of the global economy — hoping to provide the reader with a foundation from which to assess the
unfolding events of the coming months.
The Russian invasion, and subsequent responses from Western governments — including the weaponisation
of the international payments system — pose novel challenges that are likely to have profound long-term
implications. The quarter has seen growing confidence that inflation is becoming entrenched, and we’ve come
to see the US Federal Reserve continue to deliver hawkish messaging — including plans to shrink their massive
balance sheet from May at a faster rate than in the leadup to 2013’s bond market ‘Taper Tantrum’. The market
has accordingly priced in far more aggressive rate hikes from the US Federal Reserve and we’ve seen bond
yields across the world spike.
The market is now braced for aggressive rate hikes

Source: Bloomberg

This has put pressure on the pricing of most assets, including equities, crypto and bonds. Famed economist
Milton Friedman’s insistence that there is no free lunch in monetary policy rings as true as ever — weathering
the unprecedented shock to economic activity brought about by the Covid pandemic with a single-quarter
global recession and minimal impact to developed economy employment or welfare outcomes must come
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with a future cost — though exactly how this will manifest is far from clear. The Russian invasion does,
however, appear to increase the risk that recession is on its way — and this is what a late-March 2022/2023
yield curve inversion may be signaling.
Risk assets continue to stall

Source: TradingView

We’ve also seen the previously-ironclad relationship between gold and developed economy bonds — both
traditional safe havens — begin to break down. This points to market participants pricing in risks to the
financial system’s current status quo and the dollar’s status as the global reserve. With inflation high, holding
bonds seems a lose-lose proposition as combating inflation via rate hikes would crater valuations, but doing
too little runs the risk of runaway inflation eroding all bond returns.
The only thing that is certain is that the following quarters and years will provide lessons to policymakers and
economists for decades to come.
The Fed and Bond Yields
Over the quarter, bond yields have shot up across the globe as record inflation numbers stream in. Even
longer-term German yields have awoken from their slumber and shifted violently into positive territory. Real
yields have followed as increases to inflation expectations stall (despite remaining high). US 10-year real yields
are now almost in positive territory, and no major market collapse has yet occurred, giving some hope to those
who believe the Fed can engineer a soft landing while reining in inflation.
German rates surge into positivity

Source: Bloomberg
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Yield curve inversions are considered useful predictors of recessions — the logic is straightforward. A lot can
go wrong for bond investors between now and 10 years, as opposed to the next 2, and as a result bonds with a
longer term typically command a larger yield to compensate for the added risk. When investors are demanding
a higher yield on short-term bonds, it tends to imply a market belief that interest rate hikes are coming, and that
they will hamstring the economy, drive a recession and subsequently a return to dovish monetary conditions.

US inflation continues to accelerate

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

Why might the bond market think a recession is coming? Covid restrictions in China, commodity shortages as
a result of the Ukraine conflict, and a continued drive to reduce European dependence on fossil fuels all point
to headwinds in central bank efforts to rein in inflationary pressure, which is truly at risk of spiralling out of
control on the back of continued rent inflation and a tight labour market.

US employment is strong

Rent inflation is just getting started

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg

The relatively mild impact of the pandemic on welfare owing to the combination of aggressive fiscal
and monetary intervention from policymakers points to a coming rectification of the resulting economic
imbalances — not that these policy actions were necessarily poor. However, fiscal policy expansion implies
either inflation, or increased taxes down the line. Aggressive monetary policy artificially suppresses borrowing
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costs and encourages financing of relatively unproductive ventures — and may result in a negative shock to
growth outcomes that plays out over the long term. However, bears calling for a more imminent collapse will
point out that while there may have been strong prior arguments in favour of a continued global economic
boom — including strong company and consumer balance sheets — the acceleration of deglobalisation and
the impact to commodity prices that may result from the Ukrainian invasion spells doom for these hopes.
Regional divergence begins to manifest

Source:Bloomberg

How will the Fed respond? In our view they made the correct moves over 2020 and most of 2021. In
the decades preceding Covid, the risks were seemingly high that the developed world would slip into
Japanification, with anaemic growth, bond yields glued to the floor and inflation targets consistently missed.
The monetary policy bazooka unleashed offers an opportunity to reset the global economy and set a higher
baseline for interest rates. The size of the global debt burden, however, makes that a daunting prospect, and
in our view we are more likely to see the world settle into a regime of higher inflation — say 4% per annum in
the longer run. This will help shrink the debt bubble without massive disruption to credit markets. Whether the
Fed can rein in inflation to even this extent and simultaneously engineer a soft landing for financial markets
remains another open question — especially in light of recent geopolitical developments.
The Russian Invasion of Ukraine
No sector has been as impacted by the war as
commodities. Little surprise when sanctions are

Commodity prices surge

imposed on one of the world’s largest exporters
of energy, food, and metals. Ukraine is similarly
a key exporter of niche industrial commodities
and wheat. Members of the European Union
have expressed great interest in accelerating the
transition to green energy as a solution — but
this will strain green energy commodity supplies,
stoking inflation, and is not a short-term solution.
This fact is exacerbated by the fact that Russia
is a relatively important player in producing the

Source: TradingView

commodities necessary for a green transition.
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It appears increasingly unlikely that a decisive victory for either side will be achieved any time soon — and most
analysts are predicting a long, drawn-out conflict. Stagflation risks mount, and the likelihood of a multipolar
world developing, akin to the Cold War order, grows. This would see Russia, China, and perhaps India as the
ideological opposition to the West.
Not all economies have fared poorly, with commodity producers in the developing world seeing a spike in
currency strength — even against a strong dollar. The yen and euro have been taking a beating.
When weighing up the stagflation risks — which are significant — it is important to note that global economies
are less reliant on energy for economic activity as in the past.
Commodity producers smile at Europe's expense

Source: TradingView

An open question is how far the conflict goes towards accelerating the trend in recent years towards a
multipolar world order, with China, Russia, and some other fringe states drawing closer and away from the West.
This would include a reduction in the use of the dollar and the Western-controlled financial system. In the short
term, the big question is the extent to which foreign countries will continue to use cheap Russian energy — with
India and China seemingly most likely to use this as an opportunity to spur growth. The effect would be to help
taper inflation, but at the expense of longer-term growth and inflation outcomes and the existing world order. To
read our analysis of the invasion in respect to crypto, see 4.2 Cryptoasset market commentary
Bond Toxicity
The results of the combination of already-incipient inflation pressures and conflict in Europe mean that we may
be in a new era for asset relationships. Being caught between the prospect of either stagflation and a recession
brought about by aggressive monetary policy should make bond investors quiver. When we add in the fact
that demand for developed economy bonds from some of their largest buyers are under threat following the
weaponization of access to the eurodollar-based financial system, things look even worse. The bubble in the
global bond markets that has developed since the global financial crisis finally looks at dire risk of collapsing.
Dollar-denomination and settlement has long dominated the trade in energy, and the US bond market — by
virtue of being the largest, and most liquid — has attracted a disproportionate amount of foreign savings. In
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the current macroeconomic and geopolitical climate, China, and Japan are all at great risk of reducing their
demand for US bonds. Many other nations will be tempted to embrace trade in oil settled in other currencies.
China and Japan dominate US foreign bond holdings

Source: US Department of the Treasury

Japanese holders will likely be under pressure to reduce holdings due to their unique monetary policy that is
manifesting in yen weakness. Japan’s central bank is determined to continue meeting their targets for longerterm bond yields. When yields around the world are rising, this entails printing mountains of Japanese yen to
keep yields in check. Normally this would be a godsend for global liquidity, but when the yen is weakening so
dramatically this impact is dulled. This is counter to the long–term safe haven status of the yen, and is one of
the old relationships that has broken down recently.
The ultimate effect of all of this will be to see bond yields driven higher and liquidity in credit markets
deteriorate, further tightening global financial conditions. Rising bond yields would typically spell disaster for
assets like gold, with no intrinsic yield of its own to compete with. Shockingly, this does not appear to be the
case. It’s possible that these recent developments will be the necessary combination of shocks to lead to the
dollar’s demise — long considered an inevitable eventuality by many mainstream economists.
Bonds are looking like toxic assets

Source: Bloomberg
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Outlook: The Case for Hard Assets
It is becoming increasingly unlikely that governments and central banks can coordinate to deflate the global
debt bubble in an orderly fashion, and it's more likely that a capitulation event in credit markets is bubbling and
ready to burst over the coming quarters and years — driving a massive sell-off in financial markets. Timing this
will be next to impossible — and the greatest returns are often realised just before the crash.
Investors are clearly already fleeing from bonds in droves — and with so much political and financial
uncertainty prevailing, hard alternatives to the debt-based financial system, like gold, stand to benefit. Beyond
short-term headwinds that rising macroeconomic volatility implies for the cryptocurrency market, this is an
incredibly bullish development for the asset class that is able to mathematically guarantee scarcity, and which
idealists will say holds the solutions to many of the flaws of the incumbent financial system — which itself isn’t
that old.
Other hard commodities important for the green transition and dependent on oil input costs like nickel and
copper are also likely to benefit over the medium term — though their current rallies may be overdone.
Over the coming quarter, it will be key for those following markets to take careful note of developments on
a few fronts to successfully understand the developing picture. Easing inflation readings would bode well
for asset prices, and allow boost confidence that inflation can be tamed. The start of the Fed’s quantitative
tapering program (QT) and pace of rate hikes at their next meeting are also key events on the calendar. While
the expected pace for QT is relatively slow (slightly faster than the pace that rattled markets in 2018) if it’s
combined with a 0.5% rate hike that many are expecting, be prepared for some major volatility.
The continued impact of Covid on China’s supply chains, developments in the war (and related global
geopolitical manoeuvring) and the timing of the European Central Bank’s inevitable hawkish shift will all also be
watched out for.
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4.2 Crypto Asset Market Commentary
Overview
Years from now when the world looks back at the first quarter of 2022, we just might say that this has been
one of the most significant quarters in the history of crypto. The proverbial “crypto cat” is now undeniably out
of the bag and will never again be able to live in the shadows of relative obscurity. Despite the onslaught of an
increasingly precarious global macroeconomic environment, escalating geopolitical tensions, and a growing
global governmental consensus that crypto assets can no longer exist without a firm and clear regulatory
framework, Bitcoin and the rest of the crypto asset market has stood up to the test and will most likely emerge
stronger and more resilient than ever before.
The ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict, the inversion of the yield curve, commodity market distortions, oil at
over $110 a barrel, and the unprecedented escalation of sanctions are just a few of the issues investors have
had to grapple with over the past quarter as they adjust to a market environment with no rules. All this while
new developments in the world of Decentralised Finance (DeFi) emerge on a daily basis, Non-Fungible Tokens
(NFTs) continue to expand their use cases, Terra attempts to rewrite the rules on algorithmic stable coins
and the rate of institutional adoption of cryptocurrencies and blockchain based business-solutions remains
exponential. Although the short-term seems very uncertain and bearish sentiment has crept into the market,
the long-term outlook for crypto remains bullish and the potential growth, innovation and disruption that lies
ahead of us is limitless.
This section will explore Bitcoin’s performance in the current macroeconomic environment, dissect the role
crypto has played on the global stage during the Russia-Ukraine conflict and look at the regulatory trends
and the overall attitude towards crypto regulation. We will also examine key developments in the Ethereum
and Terra ecosystems, take stock of major developments in the DeFi sector and finally reflect on the lessons
learned after numerous vulnerabilities and hacks resulted in millions of dollars lost.
Bitcoin
After opening at $48,300 following the December drawdowns from November’s all time highs, Bitcoin’s price
movement was characterised by a seemingly endless cycle of sudden severe drawdowns, subsequent periods
of relative sideways movement followed by sharp upside rebounds and then more sideways movement.
Bitcoin spent the quarter trading in a channel with highs of $48,000 and lows of $34,000. Closing out the
quarter at $47,200 for a quarterly return of -2.26%.
This quarter, crypto markets have had to cope with more macro drama than usual, on top of the ever-present
micro drama of exploits, exits, acquisitions, and volatility. The correlation between Bitcoin and major indices
such as the S&P 500 as well as Nasdaq 100 Index (NDX) remains uncharacteristically high, while BTC’s
correlation with the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) is unusually low. A key takeaway from this increasing level of
correlation between BTC and major indices, particularly those heavily weighted towards large tech companies
is that the market is currently classifying Bitcoin, and by implication most other crypto assets, similarly to risky
tech stocks. With the valuation of this particular group of stocks very sensitive to changes in rates, the current
high inflationary environment and a more hawkish Fed will be a major price threat over the short term.
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Bitcoin's correlation with the Nasdaq 100 has reached a new high

Source: Bloomberg

This quarter many market participants had their sights set on the volatile short-term market movements
and adjusted their Bitcoin holdings accordingly, mostly by selling off their positions. On-chain statistics, on
the other hand, confirmed that longer-term investors are continuing to accumulate. Over 63% of Bitcoin in
circulation have been held for more than a year. This has only happened once before, in August 2020, after
which Bitcoin soared by over 300% over the next six months. A comparable peak in January 2016 was followed
by a 60% increase in Bitcoin price over the following six months, and a more than 3000% increase over the next
two years.
Market conditions in those periods were however considerably different to now, and this should not be seen as
an insistence that this trend will continue going forward. The increase of long-term accumulation, particularly
by major asset managers and financial institutions, is rather to be seen as supporting the narrative of Bitcoin
as a “digital gold”.
Bitcoin accumulation behavior

Source: MacroMicro
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How the Russia-Ukraine Conflict Shaped the Future of Crypto
The various sanctions imposed on Russia following the invasion of Ukraine in late February were a key driver
of the current highly inflationary environment that most global economies are currently experiencing, which
has resulted in rate increases implemented by the European Central Bank, Bank of England, and US Fed. These
sanctions combined with the overall disruption of economic activities in Ukraine has resulted in a massive
shortage of key commodities across the globe. Together Russia and Ukraine produce approximately a quarter
of the world’s wheat supply. Russia is the world’s third-largest oil producer and accounts for around 6% of
aluminium and 7% of nickel mine supplies globally. The majority of these commodities have jumped over 50%
since the beginning of this year. The combination of these factors contributed to increased downwards price
pressure on Bitcoin and cryptomarkets in general.
However, it was not all doom and gloom for cryptocurrencies. As Winston Churchill famously said during the
Second World War, "Never let a good crisis go to waste," Bitcoin and other crypto currencies heeded the call.
Within days, aid donations in the form of cryptocurrencies started flowing into Ukrainian government coffers,
unencumbered by the slow and tedious global banking system. Ukraine received around $100 million in
cryptocurrency donations, reminding the world of cryptocurrencies' amazing simplicity of use and borderless
nature as a worldwide means of trade.
In stark contrast, Russia’s access to its foreign currency reserves were frozen, highlighting how insecure fiatbased assets housed in centralised repositories may be in times of uncertainty. Bitcoin's bearer-asset qualities,
along with its ease of transfer (unlike other bearer assets like gold), makes it a viable option for governments
and central banks seeking to consolidate reserves in assets that cannot be frozen by unfriendly trading
partners. This could be a key narrative that plays out over the coming years and decades as governments (read
U.S.A and China) seek to consolidate their economic dominance and protect their hard earned savings.
The seizure of a sovereign nation’s foreign currency reserves might well have been the catalyst needed to finally
cement the Bitcoin narrative of “digital gold”, a seizure-resistant global reserve asset with all the hallmarks of
gold less the need for cumbersome storage solutions and difficulty to transport across long distances.
Ethereum
The second-largest crypto asset by market capitalization followed a very similar price trajectory as Bitcoin
during the first quarter of 2022. Kicking off the new year at $3,800, Ethereum’s native token Ether closed out the
quarter at $3,500, registering a quarterly performance of (-7.89%).
After a relatively quiet quarter by its own standards, with much of the attention on other layer-1s and scaling
solutions, Ethereum is gearing up for one of its largest upgrades to date. The “Merge” is the much anticipated
upgrade to the Ethereum ecosystem that will see it move away from a Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus
mechanism to a more energy efficient Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism. This could cut the
blockchain’s power consumption by as much as 99%. This particular move to a more energy efficient solution
could serve to foster much larger adoption and reduced regulatory pressure from governments concerned
with the environmental impact from energy intensive mining operations usually associated with Proof-of-Work
consensus mechanisms.
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Relative energy consumption per transactions

Source: Ethereum.org

The seamless integration of the Kiln testnet with Ethereum 2.0, with very minor issues, was a huge Ethereum
announcement in March. The Merge generated a lot of buzz in the community as a result of this. While the
"Merge" is unquestionably one of the most anticipated breakthroughs in the Ethereum ecosystem, with the
potential to drastically cut transaction costs by eliminating the need for a competitive and energy-hungry
mining industry, the ecosystem still has a lot of development, innovation, and upgrades planned for the future.
One of these highly anticipated future developments is the concept of Shard Chains, an upgrade that will aim
to drastically improve Ethereum’s ability to scale and further reduce transaction costs while leveraging the
security of Ethereum.
The continuous development and enhancement of the Ethereum ecosystem has been a defining feature of
the popular blockchain and should serve to maintain Ethereum‘s dominance in the crypto space. With the
possibility of attractive staking rewards also becoming readily available in the Ethereum ecosystem once the
migration to PoS takes place, we could see a significant increase in demand for Ether which should result in
positive price appreciation in the near future.
Ethereum's Upgrade Path

Source: Ethereum Foundation
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Terra (LUNA) Ecosystem
Terra's ecosystem has continued its meteoric rise in the last quarter, causing waves in the cryptocurrency
world. Terra has been the fastest-growing ecosystem in the last year, recently surpassing the Binance Smart
Chain as the second-largest chain in terms of Total Value Locked (TVL), trailing only Ethereum. Terra (LUNA)
was the standout performer among the top 10 cryptocurrencies during the first quarter, returning +19.5%. As a
testament to its impressive growth, there were only two applications running on Terra at the start of 2021, since
then over 100 applications have been developed across various DeFi, NFT and Web3 sectors.
Terra is built on the Cosmos-SDK
ecosystem and was founded by

Performance of Large Cap Layer 1's

Terra Labs which is headed up
by Do Kwon, a well known public
figure in the crypto community.
Terra’s native coin LUNA was
able to break into the top 10
cryptocurrencies by market cap,
reaching a market capitalisation
of $41 billion at its peak. It
has outperformed its Layer-1
counterparts (SOL, AVAX and ETH)
by some margin, largely due to
growth in both its ecosystem and

Source: Ethereum Foundation

its largest stablecoin, TerraUSD (UST).
While Terra can create stablecoins that track any fiat currency, UST has been its main use case thus far. A large
majority of its growth and price appreciation can be attributed to the demand for UST, which is currently the
largest algorithmic stable coin on the market. The demand for UST was mainly driven by the lucrative, albeit
unsustainable fixed yield (20%) you can earn by depositing UST on Anchor (ANC), which is also currently the
third largest DeFi protocol in the crypto market by Total Value Locked ($15.2 billion).
The price of UST is kept stable through an on-chain mechanism that allows the burning of LUNA for UST and
vice versa, therefore arbitrageurs are incentivised to keep the price stable at $1.00. When UST is trading at a
premium, an individual could burn $1.00 of LUNA to mint one UST. This one UST can then be sold on exchanges
where it is trading at a premium to result in a net profit for the arbitrageur, driving the price of UST back down
to $1.00. Conversely when UST is trading at a discount, an individual can burn one UST worth, say $0.99 for
$1.00 value in LUNA — say 0.01 LUNA — this 0.01 LUNA can then be sold for $1.00, realising a $0.01 profit for
the arbitrageur. The flexible nature of this arrangement allows LUNA to stabilise the UST peg regardless of the
direction of price pressure. So long as LUNA is powering useful applications, it is highly likely that UST will be
able to maintain its peg, even if that means LUNA prices collapse close to zero in the worst case.
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Another catalyst for Terra’s tremendous growth was the Columbus 5 upgrade that was implemented on
September 30th 2021. The upgrade was deployed to cause deflationary pressure on LUNA and increase
compatibility between Terra and other blockchain networks. Previously only a portion of LUNA was burnt and
the rest was sent to a community pool for developers to build on the ecosystem. After the upgrade, all the
Total Supply or Terra (LUNA)

LUNA will be burnt permanently,
causing deflationary pressure
similar to the EIP-1559 upgrade
on Ethereum. The upgrade also
involved the integration with the
Cosmos’ Inter-Blockchain
Communication (IBC) protocol,
known as Stargate. This improves
compatibility between Terra
and other Cosmos integrated
blockchains (Polkadot, Solana
and soon Ethereum) which will

Source: Ethereum Foundation

open Terra up to many more apps
and allow for more UST adoption.

Many new projects have also launched on the Terra ecosystem since the upgrade, bringing new use cases and
utility to the blockchain.
Stablecoins range from being fully backed by collateral or being entirely algorithmic (no collateral backing).
The majority of the major stablecoins in the crypto market are fiat backed stable coins - meaning that they are
backed by cash and cash equivalents. UST was previously entirely algorithmic - where massive drawdowns
in the market could result in the short-term instability of the UST/USD peg. Terra labs informed the public
in March 2022 that they have committed to diversifying the assets used for collateral that will back UST,
confirming that they will purchase $3 billion in Bitcoin for their UST reserves.
Since the announcement in March 2022 they have purchased 35,678 BTC. They have also changed the
mechanism in which UST is minted whereby for every UST minted 60% of the Luna will be burned and the
other 40% will be used to add bitcoin to the reserves. Do Kwon indicated that they aim to hold $10 billion in
Bitcoin reserves which would make them the single largest Bitcoin holder in the world.
More recently they also announced a partnership with Avalanche (AVAX) where LUNA Foundation Guard (LFG)
and Terraform Labs (TFL) purchased an additional $200 million of Avalanche (AVAX) with UST and Luna. This
will be used as an additional asset backing the UST reserve and the partnership will aim to strengthen the use
case for UST and the Terra ecosystem as a whole. Terra has been first to market, in having an algorithmic
stable coin backed by alternative crypto assets outside of its native asset, which in turn has benefited market
participants tremendously. There will be many ecosystems that will try to follow suit, although it may be
difficult to get the market participation that Terra has achieved.
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Decentralised Finance (DeFi) Overview
DeFi is one of the greatest innovations to come out of blockchain technology. Due to the nature of a
permissionless and open source development culture in crypto, DeFi has been able to expand and innovate
at a rapid pace, far faster than traditional financial systems. Early developments of DeFi included the likes of
AAVE, Uniswap, MakerDAO and Compound which laid the foundation for a flourishing DeFi economy. More
recently a new wave of DeFi applications have burst onto the scene, labelled as “DeFi 2.0”.

DeFi 1.0

DeFi 2.0

Connection between users

No connection between users

Strong connection between users.

Ecosystem

Includes decentralised trading
applications, DEX’s, lending and
stablecoin applications, liquidity
machine gun pool applications,
synthetic assets, and insurance type
projects

DAOs, liquidity incentives to create
warm, sustainable and interconnected
decentralised financial architecture and
capital efficiency

Incentive Schemes

Unattractive limited incentive scheme
for users

Users are 100% rewarded; attractive
incentive scheme for users

Governance Pattern

Disorganised community and
inappropriate governance pattern

Governance and policy rights are
delegated to the members

Scope for innovation

One-way technology development and
innovation

Unlimited scope for technological and
financial innovation

Source: Cointelegraph

The objective of these newer protocols is to leverage off the current user base that had been created by
traditional DeFi platforms but at the same time improve on the technology, scalability and capital efficiency.
Initially all DeFi applications were built on Ethereum, but now with the rise of alternative layer-1 blockchain’s
and the multichain narrative, DeFi protocols have had to build out multichain functionality to attract users and
liquidity. Projects such as Curve Finance (CRV), Lido and Anchor Protocol (ANC) have emerged as market
leaders, attracting large amounts of liquidity from new and existing participants in the market.
Top 5 DeFi Platforms TVL

Source: DeFi Llama
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It has been widely prophesied that the future of DeFi will predominantly be multichain due to the strengths and
weaknesses that different blockchains possess (i.e. Ethereum's high gas fees or Solana’s high throughput).
Blockchains face the trilemma of being fully decentralised, secure or scalable, for example, Solana sacrifices
decentralisation for throughput whereas Ethereum sacrifices scalability for decentralisation and security (though
roll-up layer 2 solutions aim to help Ethereum scale drastically). With over 100 different blockchains, Bridges will
become some of the most important applications in crypto, as they allow us to swap assets and interact between
different blockchains. With liquidity being distributed between different chains now more than ever, the value of
bridges communicating and functioning across chains is becoming more apparent. Currently THORChain(RUNE)
is the largest cross chain bridge by market cap, which has benefited the most from this narrative playing out in
terms of its price appreciation over the last quarter (67%). We see cross chain applications and cross chain DeFi
being a major trend and narrative over the next year.
Although bridges are needed to swap tokens across chains they have also been subject to many vulnerabilities
due to the complex nature of cross chain tech. Some of the most notable were the Ronin Bridge ($624m), Poly
Network ($611m) and Wormhole ($326m). More recently Stargate Finance launched on LayerZero, an omichain
communication protocol. Alameda research bought up all the tokens in the Stargate Finance (STG) auction where
the CEO, Sam Trabbuco, said that they were not planning on selling any tokens for the next 3 years. After only two
weeks STG reached a TVL of over $2 billion and looks to be one to watch for the future.
Metaverse and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
The first quarter of 2022 saw mixed results for metaverse projects and the rapidly expanding world of NFTs.
Despite the fact that a slew of large global corporations have entered the metaverse, with HSBC, Samsung, and
even JP Morgan making news for their virtual real estate purchases, prices have not reflected these changes.
Sandbox (SAND) and Decentraland (MANA), the two leading metaverse projects, finished the quarter down around
-41% and -20% respectively. The main source of concern for most metaverse projects right now is the realisation
that a truly immersive metaverse experience, as most people envisage it, is still a long way off. While the market
attempts to digest the short-term disappointment of potentially having to wait a few years before the metaverse
lives up to current expectations, major players such as Greyscale and JP Morgan have identified the metaverse as
a $1 trillion opportunity.
Blockchains by NFT sales volumes (All-time)
A key development in the NFT space has
been the rapid development of new NFT
marketplaces built across multiple blockchain
ecosystems. Many of these new marketplaces
are being developed on blockchains with much
lower transaction costs than the current most
popular Ethereum based marketplaces, this
has gradually eaten into a portion of OpenSea’s
(the most popular NFT marketplace) trading
volume. OpenSea has, however, been actively
attempting to integrate new blockchains into their
marketplace configuration to combat a flurry of
new competitors attempting to steal its crown

Source: Ethereum Foundation
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as the leading NFT marketplace by volume. Recently OpenSea announced that Solana based NFTs will also be
integrated into the marketplace. This could be a major competitive advantage if OpenSea becomes the central
location for all NFTs across multiple blockchain platforms and should continue to make NFTs more accessible
to the general public.

4.3 Institutional Allocation
As the world begins to emerge from the covid-imposed restrictions, and we assess the current global economic
climate and what it could mean for the markets throughout the rest of 2022, we are ultimately left with a large
amount of uncertainty. We came into the year with yields close to zero, or even negative for a large number of
economies. This, coupled with inflation starting to ominously rear its head in the wake of excessive quantitative
easing, is all pointing towards a period of prolonged tightening across global markets. This is usually a
welcomed policy adjustment in markets that are running hot with growth, and a necessity to curtail runaway
inflation. Growth figures, however, are not giving us much confidence and a tightening policy narrative is leaving
many portfolio managers scratching their heads over whether a recessionary or stagflationary scenario may
result from efforts to rein in CPI. Supply chain disruptions and global geo-political tensions are not helping the
pandemic recovery to achieve the soft landing we are all hoping for. Asset allocators are therefore needing to
reassess their portfolio construction to adapt to a period of uncertainty within the global economy.
With global strategists forecasting returns of 3-4% annualised over the next 10 years for a traditional 60/40
portfolio, asset managers may need to broaden their diversification efforts, especially within the alternative
asset sector, if they want to beat inflation. Robust portfolio management requires the collation of a series
of uncorrelated beta and risk premiums that offer a combination of income, inflation protection, capital
preservation, and capital growth to meet a required return. With income products struggling to beat inflation,
and public equities becoming highly correlated since the pandemic in an “up only” crusade, many investors
seem to have become complacent with the status quo. In the same breath, it is also why so many institutional
asset managers are broadening their mandate and allowing for the emerging digital asset class to form a
functional part of their holistic portfolios.
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Global assets

Alternative assets

Source: CAIA Association, Bloomberg

Source: CAIA Association, Bloomberg

The digital asset market, despite the recent oscillations, has been on a price discovery path since the pandemic
began. Unprecedented liquidity injected into the markets through quantitative easing programmes has fuelled
this emerging asset class and resulted in returns in excess of 20x for the likes of Bitcoin and Ethereum
since the lows of 2020. Throughout this period, the overall market liquidity of digital assets has increased
significantly as a number of new participants entered the space. As the retail and institutional investor base
grows in parallel to the market liquidity, we have seen the emergence of an entire industry providing supporting
infrastructure, from custodians to data providers, which ultimately reinforces the attractiveness for future
participants. Although relatively speaking the market is still small compared to the highly liquid commodity
and equity markets, the digital asset sector seems to have reached a critical mass to allow for position sizes
relevant for institutional investors.
It will certainly be interesting to see how the digital asset market reacts to a period of progressive tightening
from central banks. There is no doubt that global markets will be choppy over the coming year, but will we see
the digital asset market deliver less volatility than it was infamous for during previous cycles, now that a far
higher caliber of market participant is providing liquidity? At Invictus we think so. Periods of heightened market
volatility within crypto actually creates opportunities for a number of market-neutral strategies employed by
institutional traders. With a greater number of participants such as hedge funds and proprietary trading desks
taking advantage of these opportunities, it results in a far more efficient and liquid market, which ultimately
lessens the volatility relative to the low-liquidity environment we saw pre-2020.
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Daily realized volatility, Bitcoin versus other asset classes

Source: Source: Misperceptions of Bitcoin Volatility - Mieszko Mazur
NOTES: This exhibit shows daily realized volatilities for different asset classes and a set of popular technology and media stocks. Numbers reported are
maximum average volatilities for the indicated time period. Volatility is calculated as an equal-weighted stan- dard deviation of the 21-trading-day overlapping
returns, except for Treasuries and corporate bonds, where volatility is calculated as an equal-weighted standard deviation of the 21-trading-day overlapping
yield. We begin the calculation on the first trading day in January (June) 2020. March 2020 Crash is defined as the period from February through May 2020;
Post-March 2020 Crash runs from July until October 2020. Stock ticker symbols are shown in parentheses. Volatilities can be annualized by multiplying the
daily volatility by a square root of 252.

Volatility has always been one of the deterrents to institutional allocation. Bitcoin’s volatility over the past couple
of years however has proven to be comparable with many of the traditional asset classes and well known
stocks. We are seeing a gradual downward trend in the realised volatility of Bitcoin as it matures, which bodes
well for its acceptance into some of the more conservative institutional portfolios such as pension funds.
There are a few distinct ways that institutions can gain exposure to the digital asset market, each with their own
unique purpose and risk profiles.
1. Direct Exposure: This form of allocation will result in full exposure to the volatility of the digital asset
market. It will also provide the greatest amount of liquidity. Operational and regulatory concerns are
often a key barrier for the largest of institutions to get involved directly. This is rapidly changing however
as regulatory frameworks in jurisdictions around the world are quickly accommodating this new sector
into their frameworks. Regulated custody solutions are also paving the way for institutional growth
and lessening the operational barriers. Institutions who take on direct exposure have, for the most part,
allocated their assets to bitcoin as a portfolio diversifier and play against the new “digital gold”.
2. Exposure to arbitrage and market-neutral strategies: As the digital asset market grows in liquidity and
number of participants, so too do the opportunities to trade across different platforms and markets.
Given the large number of decentralised trading protocols and high retail participation rate across both
centralised and decentralised platforms, a number of market inefficiencies exist between the traditional
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and decentralised finance realms. Arbitrage and market-neutral strategies are quickly becoming part of
institutional investors alpha risk budget and may often gain exposure to these strategies through fund
vehicles. The Invictus Stable Growth fund is an example of such exposure.
3. Market exposure through venture capital: With the emergence of any new technology comes a plethora
of high growth opportunities to invest in. The blockchain sector is growing rapidly and requires a host of
supporting services, which will be touched on later in the report. Additionally, certain institutions don’t have
the mandate to invest either directly or indirectly into digital assets. They can, however, invest in the equity of
a business which serves the sector. This fits neatly into existing investment mandates and competencies.
4. Investment Funds: By far the easiest way to gain exposure to the digital asset market is through a regulated
fund vehicle. These funds have third party oversight of the assets and valuations, external audits and unique
strategies. Investors are able to choose a fund strategy that suits their risk profile and invest without the
operational and emotional burden of managing their own assets. Mutual fund structures such as the Invictus
Capital suite of funds are a great example and provide daily liquidity for those needing to redeploy assets.
With each passing quarter the digital asset market is becoming more and more accommodating towards
institutional allocation. Liquidity is increasing, volatility is decreasing, and the regulatory environment is
becoming far more clear. As the industry continues to grow there is no doubt that we will see digital assets
forming a part of most investors' holistic portfolio’s. When the floodgates open, it is the institutions that got in
early that will be benefiting most from the rush in demand.

4.4 Blockchain Venture Capital
Venture Capital (VC) is the spark that ignites innovation within an industry. Over the past year, more capital has
been invested by VC firms into startups within the blockchain sector than all previous years combined. Without a
doubt, quantitative easing created a tailwind that drove private equity investments to all time highs across most
industries. It was the blockchain sector, however, that garnered the lion's share of growth across the market.
Crypto/Blockchain VC Deals: Money Invested & Deal Count

Source: Pitchbook
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According to Galaxy Digital, valuations in the sector were 141% higher than the rest of the VC space at the
end of 2021, highlighting the asymmetric power that founders had when it came to raising capital. A total
of more than $30 billion was raised by startups over the period, amounting a 6x multiple over the year prior.
These kinds of growth numbers don't come around often in one's life and certainly mirror the excitement last
witnessed during the internet boom of the 90’s. Throughout history, economic inflection points, such as the
one we are currently experiencing, have resulted in transformation of industries and the very way we conduct
our personal and professional lives. The applications of blockchain technology are becoming more apparent
and driving the latest technological transformation. Spearheaded by a young demographic and a culture of
creativity and deep desire to reform the status quo. It is the ability of these projects to raise capital and almost
immediately release a protocol into production with interaction from individuals from all over the world that
makes the digital asset space so attractive to VC’s. Value accrual can occur from day one with often very little
startup costs, meaning the risk/reward ratio for investors is highly attractive.

In the previous report we mentioned how the makeup of VC investors within the blockchain sector represents
a barbell structure whereby on the far right you have the titans of industry such as Sequoia and Andreessen
Horowitz, and on the left side a burgeoning number of seed funds specialising in the early stages of company
development. For the blockchain industry in particular, this has allowed for an explosive number of new ideas
and protocols to come to fruition and really allowed for an industry on the bleeding edge of tech to blossom
into what we are seeing today.
Comparing the latest VC funding trends to those of previous cycles, we have noticed that there has been a
fundamental shift in the focus areas. Earlier funding cycles largely catered for startups that centred around
retail and institutional adoption, specifically exchanges, lending and mining operations, whereas more recently
we have seen a shift from previously centralised, or CeFi, platforms towards decentralised protocols.
The CeFi blockchain category used to dominate the investment pool, leveraging off the explosive growth in
both retail and institutional participation in digital assets over the previous bull cycle. Many of the products and
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services within CeFi are now replicated within the DeFi category. There is, however, a stark contrast between
the type of money raised between the two categories. The barbell structure mentioned above represents two
very different types of investors. Your large capital allocators looking to invest significant sums of money,
generally in later funding rounds, have focussed very much on centralised platforms catering to the facilitation
of retail and institutional onboarding such as exchanges. The smaller investors have generally focussed
on seed round investments into protocols (such as the Defi category), predominantly in return for tokens.
Defi protocols require significantly less capital to get the product to market compared to their centralised
counterparts. The barriers to entry are therefore less allowing for a high volume of deals to take place, however,
the risks are higher and ticket sizes generally smaller. Nonetheless it is safe to say that there has been huge
demand for early stage investing within the Defi space within the past year, resulting in DeFi amassing more
funding than its CeFi counterpart.
Non Fungible Tokens (NFT’s) is another blockchain category that has seen immense growth over the past year.
Investors within the space are calling NFTs a groundbreaking evolution within the digital economy. NFTs allow
for digital asset ownership to be unique and identifiable. The category goes far beyond the digital art market
we all seem to associate it with. Investors in the space are making deals that include digital property such as
land, wearable items in games, and digital ecosystems. The NFT market is primed to be the next high-growth
subsector within the blockchain industry and certainly one to watch throughout the rest of 2022.
VC Money invested in crypto/blockchain vs total

Source: Pitchbook

Throughout 2021, in the wake of quantitative easing spurred on by the federal reserve, over $700 billion flowed
into early stage private companies from VC firms - the largest in history. The proportion of total VC funding that
blockchain encompasses has seen a marked increase over the recent market cycle.
Blockchain startup funding now makes up nearly 5% of total global VC funding, the highest portion ever. The
trends within the sector are all pointing towards exceptional future growth prospects as early stage funding
within a sector creates a positive reinforcement loop that ultimately garners further user adoption and
innovation.
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It is safe to say that the blockchain industry is maturing from its volatile cypherpunk beginnings into a fully
fledged asset class. There is more diversity in the types of business being built, along with the products and
services being offered. This is the result of an expanding set of use-cases and market opportunities. With the
maturation of the sector we have witnessed a resounding increase in the valuation of startup businesses.
According to Pitchbook data, the median pre-money valuation of a blockchain company that raised capital
in 2021 was $70 million, significantly higher than the median across all VC of $29 million. The heightened
valuations show the incredible demand from investors to allocate capital to the ecosystem.
The vast majority of blockchain entrepreneurs are betting that the technology will become an integral part of
the global economy over time. The businesses being built range from DeFi protocols seeking to reimagine the
way financial activities are conducted, to many other industries such as digital art, gaming, social networks and
sharing-economies. If we simply follow the money and the trend lines being drawn, then early stage investing
within the blockchain sector is certainly a top candidate for alpha generation in many investors' portfolios.
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05. Hyperion (IHF)
The Hyperion Fund is renowned as the world’s first tokenized venture capital fund. The team at Invictus Capital
has democratised an asset class that was previously only accessible to qualified investors or institutions.
Through fractional tokenization, fund participants are able to gain custom exposure to early-stage investments
in the field of blockchain technology. Launched in June 2018, the fund has proven to be a huge success over the
years, providing investors with a sound return profile and secondary market liquidity.
2022 marks the fifth calendar year that the Hyperion fund has been in existence. The fund will forever be
renowned as a breakthrough in what is possible for historically illiquid and inaccessible asset classes and
fund vehicles. The fund has certainly had its challenges over the years. Having to weather a brutal bear market
from 2018 to 2020 required the fund to quickly pivot in order to stay relevant, however, here we are years later
and over 500% return since fund inception. The journey hasn’t been easy and there have been some tough
learnings along the way. Despite various headwinds, it has been an honour and a privilege to watch the fund
ultimately blossom over the years with support from our community. When embarking on new endeavours,
especially a world’s first, we value our community feedback more than anything, and for those who have joined
for the ride, we at Invictus Capital would like to thank each of you.
Within the crypto asset class, investors often have a very short investment horizon, constantly seeking the next
market trend. One mindset that we have certainly tried to instil within IHF token holders is that venture capital
is by nature a long term investment. You are ultimately seeding early stage companies and, over the course of
several years, waiting for them to flourish into successful businesses. Patience is key in an asset class such as
this. This is one of the reasons Invictus Capital have created the ICAP rewards programme, allowing our long
term investors the ability to earn a form of yield while they wait out the investment term. For those who require
short term liquidity, one of the great characteristics of Hyperion, and one that doesn't exist for any other VC
fund, is the ability to sell tokens on the secondary market. We would like to thank our community once again
for their continued support.

5.1 Secondary Market Trading
IHF tokens currently have their primary centralised exchange listing on HitBTC, with total trade volumes over 7
million IHF for the quarter. This excludes the liquidity located on the decentralised exchange, Uniswap, which
provides an alternate means to trade your IHF. The token price is generally bound to the Net Asset Value (NAV)
price per token that Invictus Capital calculates on a quarterly basis, which is made available on the website.
The IHF token may, however, trade at a discount or premium to the NAV price, based on supply and demand
dynamics.
With regards to the upcoming Polygon migration of the IHF token, please refer to the Regulatory Migration
section at the start of the report for further information. An added benefit of migrating the IHF token to
Polygon is that it allows for cost-effective trading on decentralised exchanges. Fees on the Ethereum network
have proven to be largely prohibitive for the vast majority of participants. Polygon will allow for the IHF token to
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trade on decentralised exchanges such as IDEX which offers a similar orderbook to centralised exchanges. IHF
token holders who therefore do not wish to trade on HitBTC, will be provided with a decentralised alternative.
As a reminder, the token migration and snapshot is planned for 1 June 2022. Nothing is required from existing
token holders other than holding your IHF tokens in your wallet at the time of the snapshot. Your new Polygon
based token will then be airdropped to the same address.
IHF Exchange price

Source: Invictus Capital

5.2 IHF Staking
On the 1st of January 2021, the ICAP rewards program was launched by Invictus Capital. This allows for longterm IHF token holders to put their tokens to use and earn an additional yield for staking their fund tokens for
predetermined amounts of time. It has been a pleasure to see that most of the Hyperion investor community
has taken part in this initiative, with over 50% of all IHF tokens (58 million) being staked for periods of up to one
year. Venture capital should be considered a long-term investment by traditional standards, generating value
from its portfolio companies as their visions come to fruition over the years. It may therefore be worthwhile for
token holders who have not already staked their IHF tokens, to take a look at the ICAP rewards program and
assess for themselves as to whether it is a good fit for their long-term strategy. For more information, please
see the ICAP webpage.
Given the recent migration of the Invictus suite of open-ended funds to the Polygon network on 1 April, and
the upcoming migration of IHF and ICAP tokens on 1 June, there will be a period whereby no new stakes will
be taken for the open-ended funds. IHF tokens currently staked however will continue to accrue ICAP until the
migration date of 1 June. At this point, your new IHF polygon-based tokens will be airdropped to your Invictius
Wallet or Linked Address. You will then be able to restake these new IHF tokens to continue accruing ICAP. It is
therefore important to note that after 1 June, your ERC-20 IHF tokens will no longer accrue ICAP, and you will
need restake your assets to accrue further ICAP rewards.
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Performance
Following a highly eventful 2021 in terms of Net Asset Value (NAV) appreciation, the Hyperion Fund assets
held steady over the first quarter of 2022. Since the Hyperion Fund’s inception in June 2018, the Fund has
returned over 6x for its token holders, an achievement that we at Invictus Capital are incredibly proud of. The
remaining two portfolio companies, Quantfury and Syntropy, are in an incredibly strong position and we have
the utmost confidence that there will be significant growth still to come in the future. Total IHF return since
inception equates to 566%. The IHF token currently has a NAV of $0.5096, representing an appreciation of
0.08% for the quarter.

Fund Inception
31/5/18
Net Asset Value ($)
IHF Total Supply*
IHF/USD

Q1 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Change Since
Inception

$9,400,335

$29,641,074

$60,068,708

$58,840,312

525.94%

122,852,180

119,662,263

117,975,076

115,465,568

-6.01%

$0.077

$0.2477

$0.5092

$0.5096

565.13%

Locked-SRM Staking and USD Lending Returns
In 2021, Invictus Capital announced the Hyperion Fund’s first successful exit from a portfolio company since
its 2018 vintage year. Consideration for the OVEX exit deal consisted of a combination of USD cash and
locked Serum (SRM) tokens, details of which can be found in the Q3 2021 Report. In The Q4 2021 report, we
announced the payment of the third and largest Quantfury dividend to date. These two events contributed
towards an influx of liquidity into the fund. While both will contribute towards further open market buy-andburns, while they are being unutilised in the fund, the Hyperion management team have been staking the
Locked SRM tokens to earn an additional yield for the Fund, and have been lending the USD portion at variable
rates. Over the quarter, earnings from the two amounted to the following:
Staking Locked-SRM:
2,599.5 SRM
2,599.5 Locked SRM
*When staking Locked SRM tokens, proceeds are paid out 50% in liquid SRM tokens and 50% in Locked-SRM
tokens.
Lending USD
$9,040 in interest
As at 31 March 2022, the Hyperion fund holds USD 841,730, 37,753 SRM and 500,019 Locked SRM.
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Hyperion fund asset value breakdown

Source: Invictus Capital

Hyperion fund asset value breakdown

Source: Invictus Capital
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Buy-and-Burn
In the first quarter of 2022, The Hyperion Fund had its largest buy-and-burn events to date, with a further $900,000
of liquidity being used to purchase 2,509,507 IHF tokens off the secondary market at an average price of $0.359.
These IHF tokens have subsequently been burnt and removed from circulating supply. The transaction for this
can be seen here. Purchasing these IHF tokens at a market price below the prevailing NAV price, resulted in an
additional $377,752 in value for remaining IHF token holders.
Since the Hyperion Fund inception there have been a number of buy-and-burn events that have taken place. The
purpose of the buy-and-burn is to distribute value back to token holders and allow fund participants to realise a
fair value for their holding should they wish to exit their position. This is conducted in the same manner as share
buybacks which are done in the traditional equity markets as an alternative to dividend payouts. The buy-and-burn
activity will inextricably tie the IHF token value to the Net Asset Value per token that the Invictus Capital team
calculates on a quarterly basis. A total of $1,825,551 has been used to conduct buy-and-burns since January
2020, which has resulted in a total of 7,386,612 tokens being purchased and then burnt, reducing the total
circulating supply. Due to these tokens being purchased below the prevailing token NAV, an additional $778,278
worth of value has been captured for long-term token holders. For further information on the buy and burn
mechanics, please see the Hyperion section of the annexure.
The Hyperion fund will continue to conduct buy-and-burns throughout the year in an attempt to support the IHF
token price on secondary markets. As always, full disclosure will be provided to token holders on a quarterly
basis. Currently there is a further $1,258,685 that is committed for buy-and-burn activity for the rest of 2022. The
Hyperion management team will aim to periodically provide price support throughout the year with this capital.

Hyperion Portfolio Company Updates

Quantfury Update
You will struggle to find a company that has achieved such explosive growth in such a short space of time as
Quantfury. After launching at the very end of 2018, in just over three years the team has managed to scale their
business into a highly profitable entity, facilitating billions of dollars in trade volume on a monthly basis. Trade
volumes throughout the quarter continue to impress, consistently reaching over $10 billion per month.
A key highlight for the quarter was the announcement of the new Quantfury W series team. In partnership
with Formula 1, this exciting endeavor will place Quantfury in the global spotlight alongside some of the most
prestigious brands. The success of Quantfury is only growing quarter by quarter, and sponsorship deals like this
will only compound their impressive trajectory.
We would like to remind our community that the Quantfury web app is also live. Quantfurians are now able to not
only have access to global markets at their fingertips via the trading app, but are now able to trade directly from
the web app as well. To sign up for the web version, please see the Quantfury website here.
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Lastly, It was disclosed via social channels that Quantfury plans to integrate the IHF token as a form of
collateral on the app in the future. Given the Polygon migration of the IHF token, this unfortunately caused
some delays, however, we are hoping to start the process with Quantfury over the coming months, which will
provide some valuable utility to IHF token holders!

Syntropy Update
Syntropy had a breakthrough quarter with two notable events that will prove to be pivotal to their success in
the future. The first is being awarded a patent for their invention of “System and Method for Autonomous
Selection of Routing Paths in a Computer Network”. This protocol innovation, also known as DARP, solves the
issues prevalent in the current internet framework and is foundational to enabling Web3. This patent is the
first and most significant building block in their technology roadmap and patent strategy. This patent being
awarded solidifies their long term strategy of becoming a key facilitator of the web3 ecosystem — and there
are many more in the pipeline.
The second major milestone for the business this quarter was the announcement of Syntropy’s first enterprise
client. Entain, a sports betting giant and FTSE 100 company is leveraging off Syntropy’s global relay network
with its decentralised autonomous routing protocol (DARP) to connect the company’s data centres across the
globe. Syntropy’s technology reduces latency and packet loss, improving the overall performance and reliability
of Entain’s network for its core offering as well as its future expansion into the metaverse with Ennovate Labs.
It seems all the hard work that the team at Syntropy have put in over the past 4 years has begun to pay off, and
we are excited to be a part of their success story! Invictus Capital hosted a podcast with Syntropy in March, if
you haven’t already seen it we welcome you to take a look.
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06. Crypto20 (C20)

C20 Fund

Top 20 (equally weighted)

32.63%

33.04%

Standard deviation:

0.94

0.95

Sharpe ratio:

0.78

0.78

93.23%

89.19%

Annualised returns (since inception)

Max drawdown:
Fund launch date:

01 December 2017

Investment currencies:

ETH, USDT, TUSD, BTC, BUSD, USDC

6.1 C20 In Review
Regulation
Investors now have even more peace of mind that the assets backing their C20 tokens are in safe hands
after the Crypto20 fund was migrated into a fully-regulated, tokenized mutual fund structure — a world’s first
achievement. As a result, C20 has undergone some minor changes. These can be read about in detail in this
Medium article, but are summarised below:

Before
Exit fee
Annual management fee
Liquidity

Now
1%

0.5%

0.5%

1.5%

Hourly dealing via Invictus
Investor Portal

Daily dealing on weekdays via
Invictus Investor Portal

HitBTC and Uniswap
secondary market

Redemption/investment cutoff
04:00 UTC
Valuation point
05:00 UTC

Crypto20 remains the leading option for investors looking to gain institutional-grade exposure to the
cryptoasset market, whether big or small.
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Performance
C20’s final quarter prior to the migration was unfortunately a disappointing one in terms of absolute
performance — succumbing to the fate of the broader market’s lacklustre demand. On the bright side, the
diversified portfolio outperformed its benchmark by a wide margin, and managed to avoid the pitfalls that a
more concentrated portfolio may have been subject to.
1 Month
C20
Top 20
BTC

3 Months

1 Year

12.00%

-13.91%

16.56%

7.43%

-17.56%

-4.39%

23.32%

-2.26%

-17.98%

After a sharp decline in January, March saw the crypto market begin to stage a recovery, with assets like Luna
(LUNA) and Solana (SOL) emerging from the doldrums.

Crypto20 perfromance

Source: Invictus Capital

Yield generating activities were able to generate a total of $410,828 for the fund. This vastly outweighed
the fee burden of $80,564 — meaning you were in effect paid to hold C20. If you staked to earn ICAP, you were
even better off!
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6.2 Portfolio Movements
C20 individual asset performance*

*Reflects performance for the period that each asset was a fund constituent.
Source: Invictus Capital

Very few assets were able to weather the quarter without sustaining damage. Bitcoin was one standout
— registering a flat quarter and living up to its reputation as a safe-haven within the crypto markets, and
hinting at its longer-term potential. Luna was another currency that managed to buck the trend, benefiting
from some masterful strategic moves from its team to cement UST’s role in cross-chain DeFi (read more in
4.2 Cryptoasset market commentary). UST is the ecosystem’s native stablecoin and a key source of Luna
demand. The worst performing C20 assets of the quarter were L1 blockchains that fell out of favour as retail
hype waned — these included Algorand (ALGO), Polygon (MATIC) and Fantom (FTM) — the latter’s suffering
compounded by the apparent retirement of leading developer and member of the Fantom Foundation, Andre
Cronje, though thankfully the asset was only a tiny fraction of the fund makeup at any point in time.
While MATIC remains, ALGO and FTM had their places taken by Bitcoin Cash (BCH) and FTX exchange’s FTT.

6.3 Portfolio Outlook
While nothing is ever certain, if the market can rally over the quarter, we would expect to see DeFi projects do
well, at the expense of some L1 chains (though not all). While the DeFi sector as a whole has taken a beating
in recent months, we’re optimistic that we could see one or two of the larger, chain-agnostic projects enter into
the C20 portfolio to join Uniswap (UNI) over the coming months, regardless of the market trend.
Towards the top-end of the portfolio, the Ethereum merge that will introduce proof-of-stake, and the ongoing
development and deployment of roll-up solutions to help solve scaling problems may prove to be catalysts for
strong relative performance, and may also see fringe L1 chains suffer. Bitcoin is expected to do well relative to
the market should macroeconomic volatility continue to ratchet up. For this reason Bitcoin and Ethereum are
compelling bets for relative performance within the C20 portfolio.
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07. Crypto10 (C10)

CRYPTO10 Hedged (C10) is a smart index fund which provides investors with exposure to the top 10
cryptocurrencies, while limiting loss of capital through a dynamic cash hedging mechanism.
C10 Fund

C10 Benchmark*

93.62%

56.17%

Standard deviation:

0.58

0.44

Sharpe ratio:

1.44

1.23

43.15%

38.04%

Annualised returns (since inception)

Max drawdown:
Fund launch date:

31 March 2019

Management fees:

1.7% p.a.

Investment currencies:

BTC, ETH, USDC, USDT, TUSD, BUSD

*C10 uses a custom benchmark consisting of 50% cash (yielding 6% p.a) and 50% top 10
cryptoassets (equally weighted).

7.1 C10 In Review
Regulation
Now that the Crypto10 Hedged fund has been successfully migrated into a fully-regulated, tokenised mutual
fund structure, investors can have even more peace of mind that the assets underlying their C10 tokens are in
safe hands. As a result, there have been some minor adjustments to C10. These can be read about in detail in
this Medium article, but are summarised below:

Before 1 April
Entry fee
Liquidity

Post 1 April
0.5%

Hourly dealing via Invictus
Investor Portal

0.0%
Daily dealing on weekdays via
Invictus Investor Portal
Redemption/investment cutoff
04:00 UTC
Valuation point
05:00 UTC
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Performance
Crypto10 Hedged (C10) weathered a difficult first quarter of 2022, after a rocky start to the year following on
from the continued market drawdowns experienced since the end of 2021. The general sideways trending
movements in the crypto markets, coupled with some untimely bouts of volatility, proved difficult for C10 to
navigate this quarter. This resulted in C10 registering a performance of -13.15% compared to its benchmark
return of -0.1%. This short-term period of performance should however not detract from C10’s longer-term
focus on outperforming over a full market cycle, which has resulted in C10 registering a one-year return of
32.12%, compared to its benchmark return of 8.95% over the same period.

1 Month

3 Months

1 Year

C10

4.12%

-13.15%

32.16%

Benchmark

6.69%

-0.10%

8.95%

Crypto10 perfromance

Source: Invictus Capital

Cash position

Source: Invictus Capital
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The first quarter of 2022 was primarily characterised by high levels of uncertainty across global markets, with the
emergence of new information quickly prompting a swift market movement in one direction or the other. With
a seemingly increased correlation between the majority of crypto currencies and major global indices, macro
developments proved to be the main driver behind price action.
Over the quarter, yield generating activities created an additional $77,636 in value to the fund — outweighing
the $75,267 paid in management fees over the same period. These yield strategies therefore effectively
negate the impact of fees paid by investors over the past quarter.

7.2 Portfolio Movements
The fund’s holdings over the quarter remained very stable, with Crypto.Com’s Cronos (CRO) only very briefly
displacing Polygon (MATIC) for a week. This is a clear indication that the largest projects are slowly maturing and
putting distance between themselves and the rest of the market. This should reduce the churn in the fund but also
ensure a more stable portfolio over the long-run. The breakthrough crypto of the quarter, NEAR, does however
seem set to displace MATIC and claim its spot in the top 10 going forward.
The two main exclusions from the fund despite technically being in the top 10 are Shiba Inu (SHIB) and
Ripple(XRP). Due to the nature of C10 — where priority is given to cash preservation — the decision was taken to
exclude XRP from the fund until such time that the ongoing case between Ripple and the SEC is finalised. SHIB
was initially excluded given the historically excessively volatile nature of the memecoin without any fundamental
use cases backing the price, however following recent listings on larger exchanges as well as a developing track
record with relatively less volatile returns, the fund management team will likely reconsider this exclusion going
forward.
One minor addition to the fund’s strategy is a small additional allocation to the high yielding TerraUSD (UST) stable
coin as part of the fund’s cash position; this has helped the fund generate even more additional yield on its cash
holdings.
C10 individual asset performance*

*Reflects performance for the period that each asset was a fund constituent.
Source: Invictus Capital
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Asset

Rank (Q1 Movement)
USD

$ Equivalent as at
31/03/2022

Amount

%

14,130.87

$14,131

0.08

BTC

1(-)

58.64

$2,685,329

14.61

ETH

2 (-)

816.28

$2,712,899

14.76

BNB

3 (-)

6,273.28

$2,709,223

14.74

SOL

4 (-)

17,360.76

$2,163,335

11.77

ADA

5 (-)

1,745,111.00

$2,007,104

10.92

LUNA

6 (-)

19,013.93

$1,985,048

10.80

AVAX

7 (-)

14,279.21

$1,376,668

7.49

DOGE

8 ( 1)

7,089,119.67

$979,658

5.33

DOT

9 ( 1)

51,092.20

$1,095,453

5.96

MATIC

10 (-)

298,808.00

$652,493

3.55

$18,380,077

100

TOTAL

7.3 C10 Outlook
Looking forward, the short-term performance will most likely be highly correlated with most traditional markets,
more specifically big tech stocks. With the focus firmly on the increasing levels of inflation and the subsequent
measures taken by various leading economies to bring inflation under control.
C10 however is the ideal fund for individuals who lack conviction in the market's current prognosis or just do not
have the time to conduct the necessary research for an actively-managed portfolio. The Fund's approach is best
equipped to capture value over the long run – while short-term performance is not always assured, the fund has
shown to be well-positioned for greater trends. With the continued adoption of cryptocurrencies by major global
institutions and governments alike, coupled with a clear regulatory framework that aims to balance protection of
investors with innovation gradually emerging, the long-term prospects for cryptocurrencies are very positive. The
fund's use of additional yield generating strategies will also continue to add additional value to the fund.
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08. Invictus Bitcoin Alpha (IBA)

The Invictus Bitcoin Alpha Fund (IBA) takes the complexity out of investing in Bitcoin and aims to deliver
additional yield by utilising options and lending strategies, offering both downside protection and management of
Bitcoin price volatility.
IBA

Bitcoin

75.26%

139.45%

Standard deviation:

0.75

0.76

Sharpe ratio:

1.12

1.53

93.23%

89.19%

Annualised returns (since inception)

Max drawdown:
Fund launch date:

31 March 2019

Investment currencies:

BTC, ETH,USDC, USDT, TUSD, BUSD

8.1 IBA In Review
Regulation
Regulation should bring investors assurance that the underlying assets behind the IBA token are in safe hands.
The fund is now a fully-compliant mutual fund, bringing along with it additional oversight from third parties like
administrators and auditors. As a result, IBA has undergone some minor changes. These can be read about in
detail in this Medium article, but are summarised below:
Before 1 April

Post 1 April

Exit fee

0.0%

0.5%

Annual management fee

0.0%

1.0%

Liquidity

Hourly dealing via Invictus
Investor Portal

Daily dealing on weekdays via
Invictus Investor Portal
Redemption/investment cutoff
04:00 UTC
Valuation point
05:00 UTC

IBA remains a fantastic option for obtaining structured exposure to the cryptoasset market, while diminishing
the market’s greatest pitfall — excessive volatility.
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Performance
While Bitcoin Alpha regressed relative to Bitcoin over the down-and-up quarter, the fund is still significantly
outperforming Bitcoin on a year-on-year basis. Unfortunately, the options strategy bared little fruit with the
nature of the market’s decent relatively controlled — but owing to the change in strategy discussed in the prior
quarterly report (also detailed in the new regulated fund offering documentation) the drag on the fund from put
options expiring out of the money was almost zero.

1 Month

3 Months

1 Year

IBA Fund

22.41%

-4.6%

-10.56%

BTC Benchmark

23.32%

-2.26%

-17.98%

Much of the quarter’s underperformance was due to shrinking futures premiums — a consequence of
diminished demand for leverage in the cryptosphere. This has an impact on the performance of the fund as the
bulk of the fund’s exposure to Bitcoin is obtained in the calendar futures market. When more bullish conditions
return, the effect of this shrinking premium is expected to be reversed.
IBA perfromance

Source: Invictus Capital

Outlook
With conditions in the global financial system as uncertain as ever, it is important to ensure that your portfolio
is sufficiently diversified across a range of assets with differing risk and return profiles. The Bitcoin Alpha fund
presents a useful tool for crypto investors looking to ensure their portfolio can weather a market downturn.
With Bitcoin looking unlikely to test its previous highs in the short-term (not threatening IBA’s monthly ceiling),
IBA is expected to continue to offer attractive risk-adjusted returns.
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09. Invictus Stable Growth Fund (ISG)

With historic returns in excess of 10% (annualised), the Invictus Stable Growth Fund offers investors the ability to
take advantage of the cryptocurrency market's volatility to earn interest with no anticipated downside risk.
ISG fund
Annualised returns in Q1 2022

4.47%

Annualised returns since inception:

11.19%

Highest monthly return (annualised)

22.98%

Lowest monthly return (annualised)

1.06%

Fund launch date:

12 August 20219

Management fees:

2%

Investment currencies:

USDC, USDT, BUSD, TUSD

9.1 ISG In Review
Regulation and rebranding
The Invictus Stable Growth fund, which has recently been rebranded from the Invictus Margin Lending fund,
underwent a complex migration process to move into a new fully-regulated, tokenized mutual fund structure.
Providing investors with the added comfort that the assets underlying their ISG tokens are in safe hands. As
a result, there have been some minor adjustments to ISG. These can be read about in detail in this Medium
article, but are summarised below:
Before 1 April

Post 1 April

Exit fee

0.0%

0.5%

Annual management fee

2.0%

2.0%

Liquidity

Hourly dealing via Invictus
Investor Portal

Daily dealing on weekdays via
Invictus Investor Portal
Redemption/investment cutoff
04:00 UTC
Valuation point
05:00 UTC

Performance (after fees)
1 Month
ISG
Hurdle Rate

3 Months

Since Inception*

0.09%

1.09%

11.18%

0.5%

1.45%

6.0%

*Annualised rates
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ISG perfromance

Source: Invictus Capital

Invictus Capital’s Stable Growth Fund (ISG) continued on its slow yet unrelenting upwards march as another
quarter came to a close. ISG has once again positioned itself as a great portfolio diversifier and ideal
investment vehicle for capital preservation.
Daily annualized rates graph

Source: Invictus Capital

Margin lending rates have continued their downwards trajectory in these suppressed market conditions. The
overall margin lending rates have also experienced downward pressure due to increased supply of USD for
margin lending as more market participants attempt to extract value from this opportunity. This has been
further aggravated by the continuous proliferation of margin lending functionality across multiple exchanges,
allowing for an even greater supply, further suppressing margin lending rates available.
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During the last month of the quarter the fund was required to migrate all assets into new regulated exchange
accounts to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements. This has resulted in a brief period where the fund
was not able to generate returns while the automated lending software was reconfigured and tested. To further
compound the situation the fund also needed to scale out of old market-neutral positions and into some newly
identified opportunities.
This period was used to reflect on current market conditions and review our expectations of future market
opportunities and conditions to effectively reposition the fund’s strategy to be more appropriate in these
shifting market conditions. Hence the rebranding to Invictus Stable Growth Fund (ISG) and the explicit
inclusion of a diversified range of strategies that will attempt to extract value from the market while attempting
to replicate the same return profile previously exhibited by the Invictus Margin Lending Fund(IML).

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

% Change versus
previous quarter

Number of Loans Provided

48,118

27,782

8,902

-67.96%

Total Number of Funding
Offers

48,124

117,706

40,534

-65.56%

Percentage of Offers
Accepted

99.99%

23.60%

21.96%

-6.95%

4.52 days

3.54 days

2.04 days

-42.40%

Average Loan Duration
(Days)

Due to the suppressed margin lending conditions the fund actively allocated a smaller portion of assets to
USD margin lending using our automated lending software. The overall reduction in funding offers made was
primarily driven by the transition period whereby the assets had to remain idle before being migrated and the
software needing to be fully tested and recalibrated before being deployed in a live environment.

9.2 ISG outlook
The Stable Growth Fund has used this difficult migration period to reset and reposition itself to capitalise on
current market conditions and extract the maximum possible returns whilst still maintaining a very low risk
tolerance with no expected drawdowns.
To achieve this the fund will explore even more complex market neutral strategies and look for exposure on
high-yielding stable coin assets such as TerraUSD (UST). Rest assured however that our team of analysts will
continuously monitor an array of risk metrics including protocol risk, levels of collateralisation of USD stable
coins used in the fund and major regulatory or governance developments directly impacting any fund assets.
In periods of volatility and increased levels of fear in the market, it should come as great comfort that the
Invictus Stable Growth Fund has an experienced team of highly dedicated analysts actively managing fund
assets with the core focus on providing market leading USD linked returns with an emphasis on capital
preservation.
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10. Invictus DeFi Fund

The much anticipated Invictus DeFi fund is edging closer to an official launch, following from a very successful
initial fund raising exercise that bolstered the fund to over $1 million AUM in less than a month.
The fund has an innovative core-satellite structure, with a passive core and active satellites. The fund's active
component is a one-of-a-kind feature that Invictus hasn't included in any of its previous funds. More detail on
this structure can be found in this medium article. Invictus Alpha, Invictus Capital's trading division, will oversee
these actively managed satellites as they seek alpha. Before any investor's money is invested in the actively
managed satellites, they must undergo more comprehensive testing as they refine their strategies.
The fund is now finally in the closing stages of being ready to launch as part of our fully-regulated suite of
mutual funds. Due to the technical nature of deploying a new fund across our investor platform and developing
the smart contract infrastructure required, no official timeline can be provided to avoid disappointment, the aim
however is to launch the fund as soon as possible given the current levels of interest and excitement within our
investment community.

10.1 Invictus DeFi Fund In Review
Performance
All performance reported in this section will only relate to the Core component of the fund as the satellites
have not yet accepted any investor capital and are still undergoing development and testing before being
launched.
The fund exceeded its Defipulse Index benchmark by 17% over the past quarter. Closing out the quarter down
-5.53%, compared to the Defipulse Index which returned -22.53% over the same period. This demonstrated the
benefits of the fund's dynamic cash hedging strategy for capital preservation during periods of drawdown. The
fund had an average cash position of 31.80% over the past quarter.
Over the past quarter, the fund's asset allocation strategy performed admirably. The fund was able to
incorporate several well-performing assets that may have been overlooked if the only allocation criterion
was market cap, by following the top DeFi cryptoassets across a number of sub-sectors while avoiding
overweighting of currently dominant sub-sectors.
Whilst still in a rigorous testing and refinement stage, the satellites have also shown very promising results
and we are excited to share more detailed performance statistics and overviews of the strategies that will be
executed once a final approach has been settled on.
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10.2 Invictus DeFi Fund Outlook
Decentralised Finance is one of the most interesting sub-sectors of the crypto asset universe with incredible
potential to innovate and disrupt established traditional markets.The fund's distinctive structure makes it
perfect for capturing value from this emerging asset class while also managing risk by hedging investors' risk
of losing money in bear markets.
Investors in this fund should expect a more volatile return profile when compared to other Invictus Capital
funds due to the erratic nature of DeFi assets and the plethora of risks connected with a fast emerging
technology. However, the asset class's long-term prospects are quite promising, and we believe this fund will
be able to capture this value most effectively in the medium to long term as DeFi gradually integrates into more
traditional market spaces.

1M

Since Inception 09/09/2021

3M

Invictus DeFi Fund

30.64%

-5.53%

-34.23%

DefiPulse Index

32.43%

-22.43%

-48.06%
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11. Quarterly Report Team

1. Andrew Knight

1

2

3

4

5

6

VP of Fund Management
2. Jason Welz
Senior Crypto Fund Analyst
3. Andrew de Jager
Crypto Fund Analyst
4. Michael Paul
Junior Crypto Fund Analyst
5. James Madden
Crypto Fund Analyst
6. Jason van Eck
Creative Design Lead

View the full Invictus team here
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12. Annexure

Rank (Q1
Movement)

Amount

$ Equivalent as at
31/03/2022

%

BTC

1(-)

145.87

6,692,646

9.62

ETH

2(-)

2,255.36

7,444,003

10.7

BNB

3(-)

15,941.85

6,894,399

9.91

SOL

4(-)

55,741.39

6,943,098

9.98

ADA

5(-)

5,650,817.73

6,511,763

9.36

LUNA

6(-)

61,264.47

6,393,494

9.19

AVAX

7(-)

45,989.97

4,452,488

6.4

Asset

DOGE

8(

1)

22,786,255.00

3,165,440

4.55

DOT

9(

1)

170,063.04

3,659,388

5.26

SHIB

10(-)

90,557,567,345.50

2,358,427

3.39

MATIC

11(-)

1,324,600.94

2,156,674

3.1

NEAR

12(

5)

113,504.43

1,523,586

2.19

CRO

13(

1)

4,339,000.00

2,010,576

2.89

LTC

14(

1)

12,031.18

1,495,758

2.15

ATOM

15(

4)

49,233.10

1,433,144

2.06

16(-)

80,103.21

1,363,574

1.96

LINK
UNI

17(

4)

118,464.93

1,342,703

1.93

TRX

18(

1)

17,481,315.59

1,300,961

1.87

FTT

19(

7)

23,597.93

1,161,821

1.67

BCH

20(

2)

3,269.92

1,273,133

1.83

69,570,120

100

TOTAL
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Management fees of 0.5% per annum were charged to the fund, and accrued for on a daily basis. Fund values
were recorded daily at 12PM UTC. Average fund values are then recorded for each month. Management fees
paid by the fund for the quarter are as follows:
Management fee breakdown
Month

Average fund Value (USD)

Management Fee (USD)

January

71,742,441

30,466

February

62,068,900

23,807

March

61,911,130

26,291

Q1 2022

65,240,824

80,564

Execution of Fund Rules
The fund was rebalanced on a weekly basis throughout the quarter in adherence with the fund rules. As
stipulated in the fund’s whitepaper, management decisions listed below were made to exclude a cryptoasset
from the index. Where a cryptoasset is excluded, the next in line cryptoasset in terms of market capitalization
is included in the index.

Exclusions from the C20 index for the quarter
Coin/Token

Context

Tether (USDT), USD Coin (USDC),
Binance USD (BUSD), TerraUSD (UST)

This is a stablecoin and due to the nature of the project, this was never
included in the C20 portfolio.

Wrapped Bitcoin (WBTC)

This is a tokenised version of Bitcoin (BTC) that runs on the Ethereum
blockchain.

Ripple (XRP)

Ripple was excluded due to an ongoing SEC lawsuit that risks a
liquidity crisis on reputable exchanges.

We manage to minimise slippage in the weekly rebalancing by employing the following strategies:
•

Rebalancing automatically across all exchanges with best prices being executed first.

•

Executing trades across multiple exchanges in order to minimise our impact on market prices.

•

Preventing front running by reporting the rebalance portfolio after the completion of rebalancing trades.
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Q1 2022 Statistical Summary
Operational Statistic
Rebalances performed

13

New coins included

ATOM, FTT

Coins falling out of the index

ALGO, XLM

Best performing coins (change in market
capitalization rank)

FTT (7), NEAR (5), ATOM (4)

Worst performing coins (change in market
capitalization rank)

UNI(-4), BCH(-2)

Total trade volume (USD) for C20

$6,020,332

Average daily volume (USD) for C20

$66,893

4 (ETH, BTC, BNB, SOL) at the beginning of the quarter

Number of assets in index capped
by 10% weighting rule.

4 (ETH, BTC, BNB, ADA) at the end of the quarter

USD proceeds from additional yield generation
strategies

$410,828

Management fees of 1.7% are charged to the fund per annum and accrued on a daily basis. Fund values are
recorded daily at 12PM UTC. Average fund values are then recorded for each month. Management fees paid by
the fund for the quarter are as follows:
Management fee breakdown
Month

Average fund Value (USD)

Management Fee (USD)

January

19,200,000

27,800

February

17,757,650

23,142

March

17,452,300

24,325

Q1 2022

18,136,650

75,267
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Asset

Rank (Q1
Movement)

USD

Amount

$ Equivalent as at
31/03/2022

%

14,130.87

14,131

0.08

BTC

1(-)

58.64

2,685,329

14.61

ETH

2(-)

816.28

2,712,899

14.76

BNB

3(-)

6,273.28

2,709,223

14.74

SOL

4(-)

17,360.76

2,163,335

11.77

ADA

5(-)

1,745,111.00

2,007,104

10.92

LUNA

6(-)

19,013.93

1,985,048

10.8

AVAX

7(-)

14,279.21

1,376,668

7.49

DOGE

8(

1)

7,089,119.67

979,658

5.33

DOT

9(

1)

$51,092.20

1,095,453

5.96

10(-)

398,808.00

652,493

3.55

$18,380,077

100

MATIC
TOTAL

Additional Yield Generation:
The fund aims to generate additional returns for investors, over and above the capital appreciation of the
underlying assets. Through lending, staking and market-neutral activities, Invictus Capital aims to cover at least
the management fees, to minimize portfolio drag for investors. Over the quarter, additional yield generated
exceeded fees. Invictus Capital continues to optimise this process and expects to consistently achieve some
of the best returns going forward.
Execution of Fund Rules
The fund was rebalanced weekly throughout the quarter in adherence with the fund rules. As mentioned in
the litepaper, management decisions listed below exclude certain cryptoassets from the index where need be.
When a cryptoasset is excluded, the next in line cryptoasset in terms of market capitalization is included in the
index.
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Margin lending returns for Q1 2022
Month

Net yield generated (USD)

Average Fund AUM (USD)

January

11,831

19,200,000

February

30,335

17,757,650

March

35,470

17,452,300

Q1 2022

77,636

18,136,650

Exclusions from the C10 index for the quarter
Coin/Token

Context

Tether (USDT), Binance (BUSD),
Wrapped Binance USD (WBUSD),
Binance Tether (BUSD-T)

This is a stablecoin hence it does not form part of C10’s crypto
holdings. However, from time to time it is held as part of the cash
portion of the fund.

Ripple (XRP)

Ripple was excluded due to an ongoing SEC lawsuit that risks a
liquidity crisis on reputable exchanges.

We manage to minimise slippage in the weekly rebalancing by employing the following strategies:
•

Rebalancing automatically across all exchanges with best prices being executed first.

•

Executing trades across multiple exchanges in order to minimise our impact on market prices.

•

Preventing front running by reporting the rebalance portfolio after the completion of rebalancing trades.
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Q1 2022 Statistical Summary

Operational Statistic
Rebalances performed

13

New coins included

-

Coins falling out of the index

-

Best performing coins (change in market
capitalization rank)

DOGE(1)

Worst performing coins (change in market
capitalization rank)

DOT(-1)

Number of C10 tokens issued during quarter

313,095

Number of C10 tokens redeemed during quarter

313,279

Number of C10’s assets capped by
5% weighting rule.

Zero at the beginning of the quarter
3 (BTC, ETH, BNB) at the end of the quarter

Investment Philosophy:
The Hyperion Fund is renowned as the world’s first tokenized venture capital fund. The team at Invictus Capital
has democratised an asset class that was previously only accessible to qualified investors or institutions.
Through fractional tokenization, fund participants are able to gain custom exposure to early stage investments
in the field of blockchain technology.
The Fund aims to take equity positions during seed or series A financing rounds, and partners with underlying
investments through their growth phase. The Hyperion Fund portfolio is currently composed of 95.76% equity
positions, with the remainder being a combination of liquid assets and Locked-SRM tokens.
Hyperion Token Dynamics:
Venture capital, by nature, is a long-term investment. We foresee most IHF token holders to therefore adopt a
buy-and-hold strategy with their tokens, in order to ride through the valuation cycles of the portfolio. Due to this,
the IHF token will not be traded as a high-frequency asset like many of the other tokens or coins in the market.
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The token may trade on exchange at a discount to its Net Asset Value (NAV) during periods of low volume. The
trading price, however, should be bound to the NAV of the fund due to market forces and the buy-and-burn related
stimulus.
Value distribution from the fund will be tied to the token as follows:
Each IHF token represents a proportional share in the Hyperion Fund. In the case of the Hyperion Fund, the
underlying assets are not liquid, and thus, the fund cannot offer an on-demand redemption function synonymous
with an open-ended mutual fund. In order for the listed trading price of IHF (price on exchange) to track the NAV
price per token (the price determined by the Fund’s managers), there needs to be some form of value distribution
to token holders that ties directly to the intrinsic value of the Fund. This is done by implementing the token buyand-burn protocol. Much like a share repurchase in traditional markets, the Hyperion fund will place buy orders
on exchange below, and up to, the prevailing NAV price per token. This method distributes fair value back to token
holders wishing to liquidate their holdings. The accumulated tokens are then removed from the supply, resulting
in a realisable NAV price per token.
In the scenario where the IHF token is trading at a discount to NAV at the time the buy-and-burn is implemented,
a number of IHF tokens in the order book will be purchased below NAV until the prevailing spot price reaches the
NAV price per token. In this case, the buy-and-burn will result in an increased NAV price per token for remaining
token holders, subsequent to the purchased tokens being removed from the supply. This strategy has been
effectively implemented across asset classes - from Berkshire-Hathaway to Binance’s BNB. Therefore, should a
discount occur on exchange it may present a good buying opportunity for those looking to hold over the longer
term.
Buy and Burn:
The fund mandate states that the IHF token buy-and-burn protocol will only be implemented once the net asset
value of the fund reaches $30 million. Now that this milestone has been reached, 50% of all realised returns will
be allocated towards buy-and-burns. Realised returns are defined as the sale of assets in the fund that settle in
liquid assets that are able to be sold for cash or cash equivalents. Only once all outstanding liabilities on the fund
have been settled, and the buy-and-burn portion has been allocated to the market, will the Hyperion fund then
be in a position to start accumulating more cash for investments.The Hyperion fund will reserve the right to first
settle liabilities on the fund before allocating realised returns to buy-and-burns. As it stands, however, realised
returns are split 50/50 between buy-and-burns and the settlement of liabilities, until such time as the liabilities,
predominantly in the form of fees, are paid off.
The purpose of the buy-and-burn is to distribute value back to token holders and allow fund participants to realise
a fair value for their holding should they wish to exit their position. For more information on how the overall value
distribution to IHF token holders is conducted, please refer to the Medium article released here.
Fund Performance:
We do not publish specific ownership details of equity holdings in Hyperion as these details may allow for
sensitive information to be reverse engineered. Generally, however, it is accepted that ‘venture capital’ is defined
as an equity stake of between 10 and 30% and is often paired with an exit horizon of three to seven years.
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Venture capital funds invest in private companies which are not required to publish financial reports
(unlike public companies which are required to do so) and tend to keep critical information like valuation
and performance data private for competitive business reasons. We will, however, always strive to be as
transparent as possible with IHF token holders.
This report reflects the NAV per token as assessed by the Hyperion management team and fund managers
as of 31 March 2022. Note that this report has not been audited or reviewed by auditors and that the NAV
calculation is determined internally using industry accepted standards. Equity positions are held at cost, unless
further equity rounds or a change in the company financials justify a revaluation.
Conservative valuation methods are always applied with discounts for lack of marketability of minority stakes.
It is important to remember that these calculations are used only as a guideline to determine the underlying
value of the IHF token at the date calculated. The market value of the token may trade at a discount or
premium on the secondary market subject to relative supply and demand forces.
Hyperion Fund Fees:
By comparative standards, the Hyperion venture capital fund charges significantly lower fees than traditional
VC funds. The global industry standard for private equity and venture capital fees usually follow the
standard 2/20 (or even 3/30) model. That is, 2% management fees and 20% performance fees. The ongoing
management fees charged by the Hyperion Fund are 1.5% per annum, accrued on a monthly basis. The
performance fee is 12.5% on the token NAV outperformance over its high-water mark on a quarterly basis. For
a detailed example of how these fees are calculated, please refer to the Hyperion Litepaper. Fees for Q1 2022
are as follows:
Management Fee

$220,823

Performance Fee

$7,050

Fee breakdown for Q1 2022
Average fund Value
(USD)

Management Fee
(USD)

Performance Fee
(USD)

Total Fees
(USD)

January

7,762,672

13,227

1,180

14,407

February

7,248,463

11,121

769

11,890

March

6,906,182

11,731

0

11,731

Q1 2022

7,305,772

36,079

1,949

38,028

Month
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Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

% Change versus
previous quarter

Number of Loans Provided

48,117

27,782

8,902

-67.96%

Total Number of Funding Offers

48,123

117,706

40,534

-65.56%

Percentage of Offers Accepted

99.99%

23.60%

21.96%

-6.95%

4.52 days

3.54 days

2.04 days

-42.40%

Month

Average Loan Duration (Days)

Execution of Fund Rules
Fee Structure
As per the fund’s litepaper, a 2% annual management fee on the fund’s Net Asset Value is accrued daily to
ensure equitable treatment of investors. An incentivizing performance fee is set on returns in excess of the
fund’s annualised hurdle rate of 6%, should it overcome the high-water mark. IML’s high-water mark is the peak
value the fund has achieved, measured as the highest IML token price. The application of the high-water mark
to the hurdle rate means that the hurdle rate over an accrual period is calculated not from the token price at
the beginning of the period, but the highest ever token price up to that point (though the two aren’t necessarily
mutually exclusive). This increases the burden on the fund needed to accrue performance fees by requiring
the token price to reach an all-time high. This favourable fee structure to investors demonstrates IML’s sincere
efforts to ensure constant appreciation of capital.
The Edge of Automation
The execution of IML’s lending is automated via Invictus Capital’s proprietary lending software. Automation is
paramount to the fund’s exceptional performance as it allows 24/7 deployment, near-instantaneous execution
and monitoring of the entire search space for optimal lending rates. Nevertheless, no automated deployment
is complete without manual intervention in the form of close monitoring and gradual improvement of the
software, which is conducted by Invictus Capital’s talented team of analysts and technicians.
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Disclaimer
This report does not constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice and is supplied for information purposes
only. The information, data, analyses, and opinions presented herein are provided as of the date written and
are subject to change without notice. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information
provided, but Invictus Capital makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding such information. No third
party data provider (‘Provider’) makes any warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness
or timeliness of the data contained herewith nor as to the results to be obtained by recipients of the data.
The Company does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or
undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy, and completeness of any of the information from third party
data providers set out in this report. No Provider has any obligation to update, modify or amend the data or
to otherwise notify a recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein changes or subsequently
becomes inaccurate. The information presented herein will be deemed to be superseded by any subsequent
versions of this commentary. Except as otherwise required by law, Invictus Capital shall not be responsible
for any trading decisions, damages or losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or
opinions or their use. Past performance is not a guide to future returns. The value of assets within Invictus
Capital funds, as well as the fund tokens, may go down as well as up and token holders may not get back
their value purchased. Reference to any specific security or token is not a recommendation to buy or sell
that security or token. This document contains certain forward-looking statements. We use words such as
“expects”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, and similar expressions to identify forward-looking
statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors which may cause the actual results to differ materially and/or substantially from any future results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by those projected in the forward-looking statements for
any reason.
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